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The Festive Season

Editorial
Here  we  are.  Chanukah  is  passed,  Christmas  is  almost
here, and the New Year is around the corner. Celebrate
light  in  the  darkness  as  we  look  forward  with  hope  to
2021.

Best, DS Davidson
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Circle of the year
Spring-Summer-Autumn-Winter
A new year begins

By Aeronwy Dafies
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Slap-head Monkeys On The Loose
By Neil K. Henderson

You may have thought the ‘flexible chimps’ scare of 2015 was the last you’d hear of any sort of
urban simian threat, but if you’re bald and travelling alone – think again. Worrying reports have
come in of ‘cheeky wee monkeys’ disrupting commuter rail and bus runs with abusive and
discriminatory  behaviour  aimed  at  vulnerable  follicly-challenged  passengers.  The  ‘cheeky
monkeys’ involved are not children absconding from school, but actual monkeys, thought to be
of the Barbary ape tribe. These versatile primates – not proper apes, but a variety of tailless
macaque  –  originally  got  their  name  from frequent  association  with  barbers,  though  later
confusion with the Barbary Coast led to the current spelling.

How they got loose among the public, and why they are so violent to bald heads
are questions I put to primate aberration expert Clerivaux Hardbrush.

“Happenstance is a fair monkey, if I may quote from the Hindu sages. They have
not in fact ‘got loose’, as you put it, but have taken the initiative to protect their own interests.
Bald-headed people don’t use barbers, so they are seen as a threat to the monkeys’ livelihood.
Hence the aggressive slapping, possibly mimicking the application of hair restorer.”

Meanwhile, the terror has escalated. As the ‘barber’s ape’ super-breed mutates, it
continues to grow in potency. We are now hearing of monkeys wielding fish-slices, which they
slip  under  the edges of  toupees in  order to  flip  them off  and slap the exposed bald heads
beneath.

“These fellas don’t let much get past them. It’s a wise monkey that knows its own
banana, as they say, and they’ve got wise to wigs.”

The public are being warned to take extra precautions.
“I’d advise a super-strong toupee glue,” Mr Hardbrush enlarges, “and if possible

wear a hat you can fasten under the chin, such as a deerstalker. Macaques aren’t as patient as
chimpanzees. They’ll soon get tired and go away if they don’t get instant results.”

“That’s easy for him to say,” argues a top physician. “Head-slapping repeated over
any length of time can lead to concussion and even hairline fractures of the skull.  I  doubt
Clerivaux Hardbrush will be so complacent if his head caves in.”

Clerivaux Hardbrush is not currently bald.



Christmas Joy
By Christine Law

A rustle of Christmas paper
The sound of children’s voices,
When the presents appear
Beneath the tree.

Happy voices singing in the choir
Oh praise to the lord.
Soon there will be crackers pulled
Turkey and Christmas pudding served,
With a glass of wine.

Time to remember those we love
While the fire glows warm and bright,
Indoors.
Snowflakes form a carpet of white
Upon the ground.

A Politician’s Nightmare
By DJ Tyrer

A politician woke
On Christmas Eve
And said:
I had a terrible nightmare:
All the soldiers of the world
Laid down their arms
On Christmas Day
And, then, the next day
And, the next;
And, kept on,
Living forever in peace.
What a horrible dream!
There was no place
For politicians like me!

Would you like An Alien For Christmas?
If you would…

…the 21st issue of View From Atlantis is now online with a festive invasion from space.
Plus, the previous twenty issues remain online for your reading pleasure!

The next issue opens to submissions from 26th December until 10th January.

https://viewfromatlantis.wordpress.com/


Unchanged Bedclothes
By Leah Sackett

Cold light seeped into the night, breaking past the wooden slats of closed blinds, spreading like an
unwashed virus. It filtered through the empty spaces before becoming lost in the undusted nooks
and crannies, an erasable marker of itself. The loud tick of time, knocked out minute by minute,
suffocated  the  passage  of  the  night.  The  moonlight  gave  way  to  the  grey  morning  light,  a
consistent prize of the widening early morning, pinned to the floor where it cultured a full breath.

Barnes, the dog,  provided companionship to this passage of light. Julie, the dog, and the
small  Christmas  tree,  crowding  her  reading  chair,  is  where  Barnes  was  determinedly  tucked.
Together they were sentinels of dawn. Finally, she was tired enough to sleep, and crawled between
her  dirty flannel sheets. With all that was going on, Julie and Kevin still found the passion to stain
the sheets. Her satin pillowcase made a small hiss as she slid her hand along the space awaiting her
head.  Kevin was sound asleep. He'd kept the sheets warm, and Julie curled up next to him to
knock off the chill. She was naked except for her snowman slipper socks. Her feet and her ass
were always blocks of ice. 

She felt him breathing. How could he sleep and leave her awake, alone? It was this selfish
act of abandonment every time he climbed into bed. How could he sleep knowing moment by
moment the hospital or police could call? Their son was out, gone for four days in this winter chill.
And they could not call the police, because he was dealing opioids. They had suspicions that Ben
was using drugs until Ben made it clear that using your own product was a bad business move.
And he swore his involvement was momentary, just to get enough to pay for college. He was 18,
which he had beat  into their heads with every conversation.  The only method of helping him
would be to turn him over to the justice system. And she knew there would be no justice, no help
for Ben there. Except he could get his college education in the joint. They started plumbing the
depths of morality themselves. What would they be willing to do to avoid student loans? It was a
Herculean effort to make course work affordable. Kevin had suggested divorce, only on paper, to
increase their son's odds of financial aid. She thought it was a big gamble, and she was afraid if
they opened that door, he might not want to walk back through. Julie knew she was no picnic. She
worked until 7 pm every night, and then came home to work 3 more hours. Never present for a
single meal in the house, and the fast food inner tube was swelling around her middle. It was her
tell that she was making poor choices. Julie reached for the Tums on the nightstand and popped a
few. Under the twinkling lights of the tree, she chased it with her Xanax. She'd have to call her
doctor and get something stronger.

Ends



Bread, Wine And Bullets
By Susan P. Blevins

We all settled down into our pews for the Christmas Eve service, to be conducted as always by our
own, dear Father George, who had been leading our church for over twenty years.  We loved him
and knew that he loved us too.  The organ thundered its welcome over the full church, and  the
ladies of the Altar Guild had made it look so beautiful, with red poinsettias banked up on the altar,
and positioned at the end of each pew.  All the candles were burning brightly as we prepared to
welcome the Light of the World into our midst.

The lessons were read, and we all  stood for the Gospel nativity story, and then settled
down for the sermon.  It was predictable, and comfortingly boring, but nobody minded because we
had gathered together as friends and family, to prepare our hearts to celebrate the arrival of the
baby Jesus, and what that means today in our broken world.  When it was over, Father George
moved behind the altar and lifted his arms to lead us in the Nicene Creed, which we spoke out loud
with one voice of passionate conviction, our affirmation of faith uniting a very diverse congrega-
tion.  We moved into the Prayers of the People, led by our Senior Warden, and then we prepared to
make Confession.  We all knelt reverently, looking into our hearts for our sins, known and un-
known.  I lifted my glance and surveyed the sea of bowed heads filling the church, quiet except for
the occasional  cry of  a tired child expressing impatience.   Father George began to intone the
words,

“Most merciful God, we confess that we have sinned against you……”

He was cut off sharply by two armed men bursting through the main doors at the back of
the church and coming down the nave waving guns and telling everyone to put their money and
their jewelry into the sacks they began passing around.  It was surreal and terrifying, and the si-
lence was only broken by our fearful tears barely stifled.  Fear lay upon us like a suffocating coat-
ing of tar on a pristine beach.

Still standing behind the altar, Father George raised his arms and called out to the intrud-
ers,

“Please, go in peace, this holy eve.  Leave us unharmed.  I beg for mercy for my innocent
flock.”

In response, one of the gunmen fired his pistol wildly all around, barely missing Father
George, who never flinched, terrifying the rest of us.  What happened next seemed unbelievable
when we talked about it afterwards.  We were all watching Father George, saw that he never took
his eyes off the intruders.  We watched him reach under the brocaded cloth covering the chalice,
remove the Glock that he had placed there earlier, and calmly shoot the two men dead.

We knew he loved us, but he never told us that he had attended a training course at a shoot-
ing range a few miles distant, organized by the FBI after a wave of church robberies and shootings
in our area.  

“I was never going to let thugs harm my flock,” he told us later.  “I was prepared to do
whatever it took.”



He called out for us all to be calm, took out his cell phone and called the police.  They
were in the church in seconds, or so it seemed to us, dumbfounded as we were.  They removed the
bodies and took our stunned statements.  Apart from the brief responses we gave to the questions
they asked, no one said a word.  We were all in shock, awaiting guidance.  

We could hear the love in his heart and knew what that action had cost him.  He had for-
bidden guns in the sanctuary, and had spoken out against them for years, but he was prepared to
defend us to the end.  He turned to us with lifted arms, relief in his voice, and pride etched on his
face that he had been able to save us all.

“Let us begin again our Confession to Almighty God…”

Ends

Courtyard Crèche
By Lorraine Caputo

The moon is almost full
sometimes visible through

the swift heavy clouds

Beneath, within the black of this night
Mary recently full, now illuminated

stares down upon her child
Her hands are crossed

against her full breasts
Joseph looks plaintively

upon her child
They are framed

in winking multi-colour lights
Each strand alit for just a moment

then still in the gusty night

The courtyard is dark and quiet
Puddles from the days of passing rains

glisten in the holy lights of this chilled night



Bed-making
By Diana Raab

Why make them each morning
only to tuck in under covers 
only hours later?
Is it the newness we crave each night
or is it the covering up of past sins?

Vive la fragrance of crisp sheets —
their coolness and wrinkle-free warmth,
softener’s balm lingering 
amidst evening love-making sounds.

Who began this
household bed-making chore
of tucking in and fluffing pillows,
this automatic task
busying households 
and hospitals each morning.

Guinness proudly reports
the record time for two people
to perform this act: fourteen seconds.

Now that’s a reason to be proud!



Christmas memories from last year
By Mark Hudson

I would be a liar if I said I have not projected into the
future and wondered what Christmas will be like in the Corona virus
day and age. Will Santa Claus deliver his packages with a face mask
on?

Since Tigershark asked for Christmas articles due in September,
it has been on my mind. But since in November I turn fifty years old,
and life is way different on earth, I visit the past and the future frequently,
but hardly am in the moment.

I just recalled how last year, we went out for dinner, and my
nephew was at a church function,  so it was my sister, her husband,
and my niece.

We went to a bar, and being a non-drinker, I was not too excited
about. I thought my sister and her husband would have a drink and my
niece and I wouldn’t, but as it tuned out everybody just drank water,
and the food was good, filling, and good for my diabetes.

There were a bunch of people who came in, rich men with
attractive dates, all dressed up like they we’re going to the White House,
having a private party with food and tons of liquor. I thought, “Am I
supposed to be like this at my age?” But their world seemed so foreign
to me, even on Christmas.

My niece said she wanted my sister’s husband to take him 
to the store to get gummy bears. It seemed like an odd request on
Christmas Eve, but Eric volunteered to take her, and my sister
said, “Take her, and I’ll catch up with my brother Mark.”

Now I forgot to mention there was a hostess working
there, a really good looking girl for some reason I remember.

As I talked to my sister, and right behind us the pretty
girl sat and took a dinner break of salad. I don’t know if this
made me self-conscious, because ever since my mother passed
away, my sister sort of has become like my mother. But my
sister might’ve asked all these personal questions, like about
my diabetes or something, but I’m always shy about being
too personal in public. But I’m sure the girl was just eating
her salad, not even listening.



But then they were coming to get us, and my sister
stood up and let out a loud fart, just at the same time as
a restaurant worker moved a table.

So we went back out to the lobby, and the pretty
girl was back at the station, and my sister said, “Wow!
I let out a loud fart, but they moved the squeaking table
just in time to cover up the noise of my fart! Perfect timing!”

And the pretty girl heard this, and she broke out
in laughter. But my sister did not notice this at first.

When we got in the van, heading towards seeing
the Christmas lights, I told her about the laughing hostess.
We all shared a laugh, and then Ashley, my niece, passed
around gummy bears. We picked up my nephew, Ryan,
and saw Christmas lights, three months before the advent
of Corona Virus.

What will Christmas be like this year? Let’s just
hope and pray for things to get better, count our blessings,
remember the good things from the past, and live in
the here and now! Don’t let that Grinch Corona bring you down!



The Christmas Rock
By Celine Rose Mariotti

Snow was forecasted for the foothills of West Virginia. Sarah Wells busied herself in the kitchen
getting out all her ingredients: baking powder, flour, sugar, eggs, vanilla extract and margarine.

She was going to bake a vanilla cake for her three children, David, Katie and Lucy. Their
Dad was over in Iraq and the children were often restless and sad and couldn’t concentrate on their
schoolwork.

Not that Sarah could concentrate any better. The thought of her husband being so far away
in Iraq caused her many sleepless nights. But, she had to keep strong for the children: Katie, 12,
Lucy, 10 and David, 8.

David loved to go outside and collect rocks. He climbed over hedges and ran into the
woods with his friend Billy looking for all kinds of rocks. He had a little bag that he put them in
and then when he got home, he took each one out and analyzed it. Then, he looked it up in his
geology books. David especially missed his Dad because, when he was home, they always went
together on these excursions into the woods to look for the rocks. In civilian life, his father was a
geologist.

Katie loved music and spent a lot of her free time playing her piano and memorizing the
songs. Often David would accompany her on the drums and Lucy would play the guitar. The three
of them sounded like a real rock band and Sarah listened with great pride wishing that their Dad
were there to hear them. But, he was thousands of miles away in that far away land called Iraq,
which the media constantly talked about all day long. It didn’t matter what channel you put on,
there was always some news report on the situation there and another report of another American
soldier being killed or wounded.

Sarah prayed that Bradford was fine. She kept her prayer book by her bed and every night
and every morning she prayed for Bradford to be safe. The children prayed too, and they kept all
their school papers to show their Dad when he finally came home.

David and his friend Billy scurried down a bank and walked along the riverbank searching
for rocks. Looking in his bag, David figured he needed a few more rocks. Billy called over to him.

“Hey David, come on over here, y’all. I think I found something.”

“What did you find Billy?”

“Look, there’s all these shiny rocks here, some have that copper tone color on them.”

David picked one up in his hand and turned it over. He got out his magnifying glass and
examined it further.

“These are perfect Billy.”

“Yeah, I thought so. Let’s grab a bunch of them.”

A storm cloud was gathering, and Sarah was getting worried since David and Billy were
still out in the woods searching for rocks. She and the girls baked the cake and sang songs while
they worked together.

“I hope Davey will come home soon. The sky is getting real funny out there.”



“He’ll be home soon Mama. You know how Davey is about those rocks of his,” said Katie.

“Yeah, he has them all over his bedroom,” said Lucy.

“Yes, he really loves to collect those rocks,” said Sarah.

“I miss Daddy, Mama. When will he come home?” asked Katie.

“I don’t know sweetie. I called the National Guard here in Charleston and they had no
information for me.”

“Daddy hasn’t written in three weeks,” said Lucy.

“Yes, I know dear. I pray he is okay.”

David  and  Billy  continued  their  search  for  more  rocks.  They  climbed  down  a  stone
embankment and David fell and scraped his forehead. Billy fell too and scraped his hand.

“You okay David?”

“Yeah, I’m okay Billy.”

“You’re bleeding!”

“I am? So are you!”

“Yeah, I know. Here’s my handkerchief. Wipe off the blood on your forehead.”

“Thanks Billy.”

David wiped off the blood, but it kept bleeding. The boys kept walking till they found a
stream and while David was patting his forehead with the nice, cool water, he spotted an unusual
rock and he grabbed it and put it in his bag.

“We better go home David.”

“Yeah, okay Billy.”

An hour later, David came through the door with his friend Billy, a scrape on his forehead
and a bag full of rocks. Holding them up, he smiled triumphantly as if he had just caught a big
fish.

“Davey, your forehead is bleeding!” said his Mother as she hurried over to him.

“I fell Mama.”

“Yeah, he fell Mrs. Wells. We were trying to get this rock and he stumbled on some fallen
branches but he’s okay. I fell too. See, my hand is bleeding too.”

“Alright, you two. Sit down here. I’ll get some peroxide and some band-aids.”

“You made a cake!”

“Yes, Davey. We’ll have some later. Billy can stay and have some with us.”

“Thanks, Mrs. Wells.”

Sarah bandaged up both Davey and Billy. Davey looked at his Mom and said, “Do I get a
Purple Heart now Mama?”

“Afraid not, Davey.”

“If Daddy gets wounded, he’ll get a Purple Heart, won’t he Mama?”

“Yes, he will sweetie.”

“I don’t think I want to be a soldier like Daddy and go off to some far away place and kill
people.”



“We have to be proud of  Daddy that  he is risking his  life to protect  our country.  Not
everyone can do it, but we have to be lucky that people like Daddy are willing to go and fight for
America.”

“Yeah, I know Mama. I am proud of Daddy, but I wish there were no such thing as war.”

“I wish the same thing sweetie.”

While they were looking at their rocks in Davey’s bedroom, Sarah frosted the cake and
Katie and Lucy helped her clear off the table. Davey looked through his book to identify some of
the rocks he and Billy had found. One in particular, the red-colored rock he’d found in the stream,
had a fluorescent glow to it. Davey decided he would keep it aside as a Christmas gift for his Dad
when he finally came home, whenever that might be.

His Mom called to him and he went hurrying down with Billy to have a piece of cake.
They all sat around and talked for a couple of hours.

“So did the two of you find a lot of interesting rocks?”

“Yes, Mama. We got a whole bag full each. Some are so pretty and so unusual. I have to
research them in my books.”

“How about you Billy?”

“Oh, I got a whole bunch of neat rocks. I even found some copper toned color rocks and
David and I grabbed a whole bunch of them.”

“Any letter from Daddy?” asked David.

“No sweetie. But we’ll check the e-mail later, okay?”

“Okay, Mama.”

“My Daddy was called up the other day. He has to shove off to Iraq by the end of the week.
My Mama and Daddy are taking us all out to dinner tonight. Tomorrow we’re having a little party
just the family.”

“I’ll pray for your Daddy, Billy.”

“Thank you, David. I pray for yours too.”

“Your Mama can call me anytime. You tell her I said so Billy.”

“I will, Mrs. Wells.”

Billy’s Dad came to pick him up and he had a piece of cake before he left.

Weeks  passed  by  and  it  was  now  almost  Christmas.  The  telephone  rang  and  Sarah
answered it. She held her breath as the Lieutenant James Mason told her that Bradford would be
coming home in a few days after being wounded in Iraq. Sarah braced herself. She had to tell the
children  when they came home from school.  She  hoped Bradford’s  wounds were  not  serious
though the Lieutenant didn’t offer her very much information.

“Katie, Lucy, Davey, sit down a moment before you do your homework.”

“Something happened to Daddy?” cried Lucy, with a frightened look on her face.

“Daddy is coming home in a few days. He has been wounded.”

“Seriously wounded?” asked Katie.

“I really don’t know, honey. The Lieutenant didn’t give me much information. We have to
pray for Daddy now.”



“Will he get a Purple Heart now Mama?” asked Davey.

“Yes, he will, sweetie.”

“And he’ll be home to stay?” asked Davey.

“Yes, I think he will.”

On December 24th, Bradford Wells came home to West Virginia and his wife and children.
Sarah, Katie, Lucy and Davey ran to greet their father at the base. Sarah stopped short when she
noticed that Bradford had lost part of his right arm.

“Don’t worry, Sarah. I’ll be okay. The Lord only gives us the cross we can bear. He never
gives us anything too heavy for us to carry. I am without part of my arm, but I am not without
love, or faith in God, and I have all of you, so the Lord has blessed me,” said Bradford squeezing
his wife’s hand with his left hand.

“You can still be a geologist Daddy?” asked Davey.

“Yes, son, I can. I still have my left arm and the doctors at the VA told me in time I will get
a prosthesis for my right arm so I will be okay,” Bradford reassured his son.

“I have something for you Daddy. It’s a special rock I found out in the woods. It’s your
Christmas Rock, Daddy.”

Bradford unwrapped the rock with his left hand. Davey had wrapped it up in Christmas
paper.

“You need help, Daddy?”

“No, son, I’m fine.”

 It was a red-colored rock with a fluorescent glow. Bradford smiled at Davey. “I love it son.
I love this rock. Thank you.”

“Merry Christmas Daddy!”

Ends



The Latest Toy
By K. A. Williams

There was a boy
from Savoy
who asked Santa
for the latest toy.

The stores were
all sold out,
but the mom
had some clout.

The prototype was
what the Mom got.
It was a lifelike
soldier robot.

On Christmas it was
under the tree.
The boy saw it
and clapped with glee.

But it had a lisp
when it talked,
and a limp
when it walked.

The mom had failed
to inspect the toy.
"Why does Santa hate me?"
asked the boy.

Another New Year’s Eve
By Lorraine Caputo

Even before those
midnight bells ring

This valley resounds with the explosion,
the sizzle of fireworks spiraling green,
white, red sparks against the yellow-light
speckled hills.
The Old Men are dragged to the streets
& set afire. Eager to see this year
ended, people leap over the flames,
beckoning luck to come.

Yet I await that
new year hour to toll

Awaiting to embrace my future dreams
bursting, sizzling before me

The fireworks die … fading. Silence fills
the streets. Music of distant parties
throbs in the land’s crimps.
The smoke of Old Man Year’s fires
& of the fireworks lowers with the
silence, mingling with the clouds
lowering, obscuring this valley’s
slopes.



The Christmas Teddy
By Diane Arrelle

Janet pulled down the old, folding stairs and slowly climbed up into the attic. She wasn’t sure what
she would find, but she hoped it would be something to help glue back the pieces of her life.
Somehow, she hoped that the forgiveness she so desperately wanted was hiding among the boxed
memories. 

“Odd term, pieces of my life,” she mumbled and grimaced as she imagined her life history
scattered on the landing below, just  like a  dropped jigsaw puzzle,  one she had spent  decades
completing and then just as she put in the last piece it fell to the carpet below.

She reached the plywood floor and carefully stood up, ducking low to avoid the beams
holding up the sloping roof. The air was cold, but dry and she could smell the age rising from all
the boxes and covered furniture. She recognized her old crib and highchair and was amazed Mom
had kept that ancient stuff. 

“Mom.” She blinked away the tears. Mom was in the hospital and this homecoming had
become a nightmare. Janet had longed to come home and see her mother again. It had been too
many years. Now, Mom was an empty shell, waiting for a bed in one of those nursing homes of no
return, and Amy would never get to meet her grandmother. 

Janet wiped at her eyes with fingers smeared with dust and blinked away the burning tears.
She didn’t even know why she was up here, but she was looking just the same. She touched the
garment bag holding her prom gown and smiled despite her pain. “Mom, you are a wonder. You
saved my whole life, held it waiting for me to come back.” 

She walked over to the boxed Christmas balls that Mom had saved from years before and
gasped. There on top of the ornaments sat a dusty, bedraggled teddy bear, the one with a bent ear
and crooked eyes where Mom had sewed them back on several times. Janet picked him up and
shook him off. It was the Christmas Teddy, the one she told Amy about every Christmas Eve. It
seemed that this old, beat-up bear had appeared under the tree every single year until the year she
left. 

She loved that bear so much. He had started out fresh and new but the 10 days a year he
lived with her took its toll. Janet had kept him by her side the whole time. They slept together, ate
together  and  most  damaging  of  all  played  together.  He  visited  till  New  Year’s  Day  then
disappeared until the next Christmas morning when he’d be sitting under the tree with his placard
wishing Janet a Beary Merry Christmas. 

The tears came then, as a torrent, pouring down her cheeks. Janet sank down and sobbed
into the bear soaking his already matted coat. She cried for all the lost years, for all the pain she’d
caused those who loved her, and for the opportunities now forever lost.  

 “Mommy?” 

Janet looked up from the tear-soaked bear she'd been hugging and wiped her eyes with her
sleeve. She struggled to get control and sound normal.

“Yes, Amy?” She called. “I’ll be right down, Honey.” 



She got up and dusted herself off. She glanced around at all the stuff and realized that was
all it was. Stuff. She’d find no answers up here. Janet threw the bear back on top of the box then
backed down the stairs and went to her daughter. “Daddy will be back from the store soon,” she
said. “I bet he went to check with Santa to make sure he got your list.”

Amy frowned. “It doesn’t matter. Santa will never find me here.”

Janet  laughed,  and felt  a  weight  lift  for  a  few minutes  as  she  enjoyed her  daughter’s
innocence.

“Santa will know we are at Grandma’s house. Don’t you worry. He’ll be here Christmas
Eve.”

“Will Grandma?”

The weight returned, heavier than before, making each breath laboured and painful. “No,
honey, Grandma won’t be coming home.”

“But you said we were coming here so I could meet my Grandma,” Amy said with a pout.
“You lied.”

Janet sighed and thought, Yes, I guess I did 

She turned away and walked over to the old stereo cabinet. She rifled through the cassettes
and  pulled  out  her  Christmas  favorite.  She  shook  her  head  and  tried  to  smile.  Mom  saved
everything for me, even these tapes. 

She put the cassette in the open door on the stereo and noticed Amy’s puzzled expression.
“This is a cassette player,” she explained with a laugh and felt ancient as she explained that the
plastic rectangles were the music CDs and downloads back when she was a little girl and her mom
played them on a little boxy cassette recorder.

They sat together, drawing pictures for Santa and for Grandma’s hospital room and
sang carols as the day stretched toward evening. 

After dinner, Janet and her husband, Gary, went up to the hospital to check on her mother.
Janet looked down at the old woman and was overcome with waves of remorse. She studied the
wrinkles that had not been there when she’d stormed out in a fit of childish temper fifteen years
earlier. “Her hair is so white,” Janet whispered to Gary. “She waited for me to come home and got
old in the process. Where did all the time go?”

Gary just took her hand and stood by silently. 

“Mom?” Janet said, her voice a little louder. “Mom, I’m back. I’m home.” 

Gary tugged at her, “Come on, Dear, it’s time to go. Christmas services start in an hour and
we promised Amy we go to your old church.”

Janet stared at her mother’s inert form for a moment longer, then quickly turned away,
dragging Gary off-balance with the abruptness of her movements.  

Later that night, after church and after Amy was finally asleep in Janet’s old bedroom,
Janet lay in her mother’s bed, wide-awake as Gary slept next to her. She knew she was lucky to
have met him and to have Amy. Sometimes she felt like she didn’t deserve either one of them.
Sometimes, on nights like this one, she would lay awake and worry that her past would catch up
with her  and she’d have to lose everything as a payback.  Even Mom’s stroke was a form of
payback.  They were going to surprise  her by coming home,  but she had gone into a coma a week



ago. Now Janet would never be able to say all the things she had planned, never be able to ask
forgiveness. She’d never be able to say, I’m sorry, and worst of all, she’d never be able to say, I
love you.

Gary shifted, then sat up. “You awake?”

She nodded and knew that even in the dark, he’d know she had.

“Can’t sleep again?”

She nodded and felt the tears sting as she rapidly blinked them back.

“I’m sure she knows why you came back. I know she was looking forward to seeing you.”

“But now, I’ll never know!” she said, her voice cracking. “I’ll never talk to her again.”

“She knows,” he said. I know she knows.”

“I said such awful things that day. She said such awful things. In all the years I never let
her know where I was, that I had married, that she had a granddaughter. It was hateful of me. And
now that I finally swallowed my pride and came home, she’s as good as dead. Did you see this
house, my room? She kept it exactly the same, like she knew that I’d come back. Oh Gary, why
did I wait so long?”

Gary hugged her,  “Come on,  stopped punishing yourself.  Tomorrow is  Christmas.  Get
some sleep so we can make it special for Amy. She’s feeling a little lost herself.” 

Janet relaxed and closed her eyes. Suddenly she felt a presence in the room. She sat up and
saw her mother standing by the bed. “Mom!”

“Janet.”

 “Mom, I’m home. I’ve come back.”

“That’s obvious.” Her mother said and laughed.

 “Mom, I’ve wanted to come home for a long time.”

“I know. That’s why I waited so long.”

“Waited?”

“Yes, for you to come home. I’m sorry I tried to control your life so much.”

“You didn’t, Mom, you were just being a mother. I was the one who was wrong.”

Her mother grinned, her face creasing into unfamiliar lines. “No, you were just being a
daughter.”

Janet grinned back. “Guess I’ll have to remember that as Amy grows up.”

“She is beautiful,” her mother said. “I knew she would be.”

“What do you mean by that? How’d you know about Amy?” Janet asked.

“Why  I  know everything  about  your  life,  I  wasn’t  worried  about  you  all  these  years
because I knew you were happy. I’m your mother and I’ve always felt you with me. I understood
why you left. Don’t regret so much. You’ve got your whole life ahead of you. Don’t mourn for past
mistakes and don’t mourn for me.”

“Mourn for you? Are you dead now, did you die?”

“No Dearheart, I’m not dead, I’m just in another place waiting to move on. Just be aware
that I have always loved you and I always will love you.  In this season of peace and joy remember



to forgive yourself as well as others. It’s the way it should be. And be sure to let your husband and
my granddaughter know how much they have meant to me from afar. Oh yes, and Janet have a
Beary Merry Christmas.”

Then she was gone. 

Janet cried out reaching toward where her mother had stood. “Mom! Wait!”

Suddenly, she found herself sitting up in bed, tears running down her cheeks. Gary was
sitting up as well, staring at her. “You had quite a dream.”

Janet blinked back her tears. “Dream! Didn’t you see her? Didn’t you see Mom?”

Gary hugged her. “No one was here, Dear. But you were talking up a storm in your sleep.”

Janet felt a surge of disappointment. “A dream…. only a dream.” She lay back down and
wept.

Early the next morning, Amy was shouting. “Mommy! Daddy! He came, Santa did find us!
Come look!”

Janet and Gary jumped from the bed and rushed downstairs to see the joy light up Amy’s
face. The presents they had placed under the decorated tree before going to bed enthralled her little
girl and Janet managed to forget her grief for a few minutes. 

They all started opening their presents. As the pile dwindled down, Janet saw something
that made the breath freeze in her throat. Amy had just picked up a teddy bear, an old, bedraggled,
bear with a drooping ear and crooked eyes. “Look Mom! A Christmas Teddy, just like the one you
told me about. And look it has a note! Can you read it?”

Janet’s hands were shaking as she reached for the bear. She glanced at Gary and saw the
puzzled expression on his face. “Not from you, huh?” She asked in a hoarse whisper.

He shook his head no.

She looked at the tag and read, “Dear Amy, I am the Christmas Teddy, and I’m here for a
short visit to wish you a Beary Merry Christmas!”

 Janet laughed and for the first time in years didn’t taste guilt at the back of her throat.
“Amy, give this teddy a lot of love. He’s a gift from your grandma who told me to tell you that she
loves you very, very much.”

Ends

Originally published in Vermont Ink (2003) and in Whispering Spirits (2007).



That’s My Tree!
By Neil K Spencer

Lily  Parker  and  her  parents  had  always  gotten  their  Christmas  trees  from Daniel  Simpson’s
Christmas tree farm.  The trees were tall and really really green.  She loved how green they were.
The needles were also really strong so when she pulled on a branch to place a decoration on it,
none of the needles would fall off. She had to be careful though as with strength came needles that
were very sharp.

However, this year her parents had decided on a change.  This year they weren’t getting
their tree from Daniel Simpson.  This year they were getting their tree from, Hornhill Forest.  It
wasn’t a competitor of Simpson’s, it was not a seller of trees, no.  It was just a forest, a dark, dirty,
wet and cold forest, and Lily hated the place.

They’d driven past it many times on their way to the local town centre.  It didn’t matter
what the weather was like elsewhere, rain or shine, the forest was always engulfed in mist and that
was enough to terrify Lily.

But now she was in the forest.  She was shaking as she followed her parents through the
bend crooked trees.  She didn’t know if it was fear or just the cold.  The fact that everything was
covered in icy snow meant it was freezing.  Her mother had wrapped her up warm.  She was
wearing a thick pink coat over a thicker winter jumper.  She had gloves, a scarf and a hood over
her head, all as pink as her coat.  On her feet her mother had doubled up her socks and then given
her a pair of wellies to wear, they crunched on the snow as she walked.

She looked up at her mother, who held her hand as they followed her father deeper into
the forest.  A sudden calling of birds in the distant trees caused her mother to tighten her grip on
Lily’s hand, telling her that perhaps her mother was just as spooked by the forest as she was.

Eventually they came to a stop.

“Got one!” her father exclaimed.

“You sure?”  her mother said, her voice trembling with the cold.

Lily looked at the thing.  A single solitary Fir tree, about three times her size.  Maybe it
was just the atmosphere of the whole place in general but something about the tree felt wrong.
The tree itself was fine, it seemed strong, the needles were bright green and sharp and there were
plenty of fir cones on it, which Lily loved.  It also sparkled with the snow that had fallen on it,
giving it the perfect character of festiveness.  But that was the problem, it just didn’t fit with the
eerie gloom of the rest of the forest and that made her uneasy.

Her father however, did not seem to be fazed by this irregularity.  He took the axe he’d
carried from the car and began to chop.  Splinters of wood flew everywhere as he hacked at the
tree, both Lily and her mother had to step out the way on several occasions to avoid getting hit.  

It took her father about twenty minutes to cut through the trunk of the tree.  

“Timber!”  he shouted as it fell.  “Right let’s go.”

He handed her mother the axe as he took hold of the exposed tree trunk and began to pull.



Lily’s mother followed directly after him, now holding the axe with both brown gloved
hands.  Lily stood at the area where the tree had just been, she looked down at the stump, it
seemed lost and alone in the dark shadows of the other twisted trees.  The sound of crackling in
the branches caught her attention.

“Hello?”  She muttered with a tremble.

The only response was a soft wind that gently blew a few strands of the strawberry blond
hair from within her hood, they slowly tapped against her forehead, slightly covering her eyes.

“Lily!”  her mother called out to her.  Although her voice was soft and gentle, it startled
Lily.

She listened to her mother and quickly turned and started to walk towards her.  That’s
when she heard it, a gentle whisper in the wind, “That’s my tree!”

She stopped and looked back, nothing had change, the trees still sat crooked, the wind still
blew gently through the branches.  The falling snow had almost covered the tree stump now,
barely  even  the  jagged  tip  could  be  seen  beyond  the  white.   Lily  took  hold  of  herself  and
continued to follow her parents, the snow still crunching between her feet.

***

Once home Lily’s father positioned the tree in the left corner of their front room near the window.
Then they began to decorate it along with the rest of the house.  Her father started by wrapping the
tree with the Christmas fairy light they used every year.  After completing this task, he set about
wrapping  lights  around every  window at  the  front  of  the  house.   Lily  helped her  mother  to
complete the decoration of the rest of the tree.  They each had a job, her mother hung the baubles
while Lily added the tinsel, then her mother placed a star at the top of the tree and Lily balanced a
selection of crackers among the branches.

It took them most of the evening but by the time it was done everything looked nice and
Christmassy.  The multi-coloured fairy lights made the tree the perfect centrepiece that was just, if
not more, fitting to the role than any tree they’d have gotten from Daniel Simpsons and for this
one they hadn’t had to pay a penny.  At least, that’s what her father said anyway.

“But what about the price of the axe?”  Lily said in silence to herself.

Despite its beauty and overall suitability for the festive décor of their home, Lily couldn”t
help but feel uneasy by the tree’s presence.  An unease that her parents seemed oblivious to.

***

A few hours later and Lily and her parents had gone to bed.  However, sleep had not come for
Lily.  She lay awake with her bedcovers over her, her eyes shut tight, but still no sleep.  Outside
she could hear the wind, inside the hum of her parents snoring in the room next to her, their noise
drowned out by the thick wall that divided the rooms. 



She put her pillow over her head in a further attempt to drown out the noise.  It seemed to
work but then she heard a different noise.  It startled her, first she thought she’d imagined it, her
tired mind playing tricks on her, but then she heard it again.  She sat up quickly in bed, the covers
flying backwards with the force of it.  It was only a faint whisper but she knew it, the voice she’d
heard in the forest.

“That’s my tree!”  came a gentle whisper.

“Hello?”  Lily called out, a startled tone to her voice.

Nothing came.  Lily climbed out of bed, put her white winter dressing gown on over her
cream long sleeved top and pink bottomed pyjamas and slowly pushed her feet into a pair of
slippers, cream coloured again with little orange and red spots.  She then made her way to the
window.  She opened the curtain slightly and looked out.

Outside the ground was covered with snow.  Her parent’s car was sitting in the driveway,
now encased in a ten centimeter round white shell.  Beyond their small front garden was a silent
empty street, a few cars parked at uneven intervals, several streetlights lighting the way were all
that occupied it.   An almost non-existent shower of snow still  fell, barely altering the current
dynamic.

Lilys eyes scanned the area.  She could see no one.

“What are you doing out of bed?”

The voice scared her and she jumped as she turned to face back into her room.  Her
mother stood in the doorway.  She looked tired; her eyes were barely open.

“Nothing, I couldn’t sleep,”  she said, answering her mother.

“Well, get back into better, it’s late and cold.”

“Yes, mum – sorry, mum,”  Lily said getting back into bed.

“Don’t be sorry but try to get some sleep, okay sweetheart,”  her mother said as she closed
the door. “Goodnight Lily,”  she said as she walked away.

“Goodnight, mum,”  Lily said shutting her eyes.

Silence filled the room again.  Lily kept her eyes shut in a bid to drift off to sleep, it didn”t
happen.  She did however notice the cold, it was freezing, even with a dressing gown on.

“That’s my tree!”

Lily opened her eyes with a start, the whispers were back.  She climbed out of bed and
almost jumped to the window.  She opened the curtains fully now.  She quickly scanned the area.
She still couldn’t see anything.  She knelt down and switched on the fairy lights her father had
placed around her window earlier in a bid to light things up better, it only worked a little.

She straightened and began to look out once again.  This time she moved slowly, focusing
more on every detail.  She looked closely at each aspect of the area that surrounded her house.
The few cars sat silent and still.  There was one that was blue and for a moment she thought that
there was something behind it but with a second look she could see it was nothing but a shadow.
The streetlights glistened in the night, but, with the exception of one that flickered slightly every
five to ten seconds, they were also completely still.

A handful of trees and bushes swayed gently in the soft breeze.  While the scattering of
snow  had  increased  from  before,  it was  still too weak  to add  anything to  the coating  the area



already had.  However, a fog had begun to appear, that had rendered the distant view nothing but
smoky white.  Lily opened the window slightly so she could listen better.  Outside there was only
the sound of the slight breeze.  She sighed, maybe it  was all a figment of her imagination, a
manifestation of her discomfort with the tree.  She shut the window and decided to return to bed.

Then she saw it.   Something moved in the fog.   Lily  blinked several  times in  quick
succession to make sure she wasn’t imagining it.  It was gone, then it was back.  It seemed to be
moving in and out of the fog.  She fixed her eyes on it and studied it.  she couldn’t make out its
features but it was human shaped.  It was dark and shadow-like.  It stood tall, taller that her 6ft5
father, it was more like 7ft, 8ft even.  Then its form began to come into view.  It was slender, but
twisted, the shoulders were offset,  one higher than the other.   It  wasn’t  human but it  was no
animal.

Soon it had emerged from the fog.  She gasped as she realised it was getting closer.  She
stepped away from the window and left her room.  She ran down the stairs and into the lounge.
She darted from the door to the front window.  The creature was closer again.

“That’s my tree!”  The voice was still a whisper but was louder than before.

She opened the curtains a crack.  She could see the creature clearly now.  It was a giant
thing.  A tall twisted grey and green body.  It seemed to be covered in a hard-looking bark like
skin, with patches of dirt and moss.  Its offset arms resembled branches with long crooked fingers
that came to a sharp point at each end.  Its long legs, thicker than the arms, resembled logs more
that branches.  On the end of each leg were toes that resembled roots that twisted and overlapped
each other.  She looked up at its head, it had no facial features to speak of but had a crown of
spike-like branches growing from the top of its head.

“That’s my tree.”  The words grew louder as the creature moved closer.

Soon the thing was at the foot of her drive.  Lily still hid behind the curtains.  She wanted
to do something, needed to do something, but she couldn’t.  It was coming and she was helpless to
stop it.  All she could do was watch as the creature took its first steps on their driveway.

“That’s my tree!”  came the words again.  The voice, while louder than before, could still
only be described as a whisper.  It was a hoarse, gravelly voice.  Not threatening, but oozing with
a menacing sense of determination.  It filled Lily with a feeling of creepy discomfort as each
syllable was uttered.

It spoke slowly and broken, “That’s…my…tree!” it said, pausing between words.

Lily braved another look; the creature was in their garden now.  It moved slowly but was
now close enough that Lily could hear the thud thud thud the creature made with each step.

It grew colder as the thing reached the front of the house.  The fairy lights around the
house and on the tree began to flicker on and off violently.

“That’s my tree!”

She heard the words then suddenly the creature appeared by the window in front of her.
Lily let out a scream.

“That’s my tree!  That’s my tree!  That’s my tree!”  the creature spoke over and over
again.  Then suddenly it was gone.  All was silent and still.  For a second Lily felt relief fill her.
But then she noticed the cold.  It was extreme, as though the lounge had suddenly become a
freezer.



“That’s my tree!”

As she heard the words Lily turned away from the window and into the lounge.  The
creature stood before her.  Its vacant face stared down at her, invisible except for a small opening
at the bottom, it was twisted and broken, as though some god-like force had pulled it open.

Lily stared up at  the creature, her gaze fixed on it  with wide disbelieving eyes.   The
creature tilted its head to one side.  It raised its left arm and then extended out a crooked branch
finger which cracked as the thing pointed it in the direction of the Christmas tree.

“That’s my tree!”  For the first time the voice was loud, but still slow and unaggressive.

The lights all around stopped blinking and began to shine.  They became bright and then
brighter still, until the light became so bright that Lily could barely see the creature.  The bright
lights engulfed the walls around them, then the furniture, then the tree and then finally the creature
until all that remained was a blur of multicoloured light.

“That’s my tree!”  the creature said once again and then the light was gone, the cold was
gone.  All that remained was the still silent of total blackness.

***

Lily’s eyes shot open.  She was in bed.  She sat up quickly, she still wore her dressing gown.  She
could hear voices outside.  She climbed out of bed and left the room.

Her parents stood in the lounge.  She headed towards them, an urgency in her steps.

Her mother was leaning against a wall pulling her green dressing gown tight around a pale
blue silk nightie.

“Should we call the police?”  Lily heard her say as she reached her.

“I guess we better had,”  Lily’s father said, a puzzled tone in his voice.

He knelt on the floor in the corner of the room.  Where the tree had been there was now
only a pile of discarded decorations, all tangled together.

Once again Lily felt a coldness engulf her.  She slowly walked towards the front window.
She looked out.  In the distance, slowly being engulfed in the fog and falling whispers of snow,
was the creature.  In its long arms, it held the tree.  Lily watched it as it continued to vanish.
Although it had no eyes to speak of, she felt it was looking at her.  As it finally disappeared it
slowly uttered in a faint whisper, “This my tree!”

Ends



Lady Scammer
By K. A. Williams

I was targeted for a scam earlier today.
In the parking lot a woman with a dog walked my way.

"There's a reward for this dog I found," she said to me.
With one free hand she showed me her cell phone photo - "See?"

The dog's picture with '100 REWARD' showed on the screen.
"I really need money for my prescription for codeine."

"We can split the reward if you'll give me fifty now.
You keep the dog." Warily I eyed the small chow.

Just then a man came toward us and said, "Ladies, that's my dog. 
She got unhooked from her leash while we were out on a jog."

I said, "Why don't you show him the photo on your phone?"
She mutely handed him the dog knowing her scam was blown.

"She tried to scam me," I said to him as she hurried away.
"I hate scammers," he said. "I'm a cop but I'm off today."

"Hold my dog and I'll see if there's something I can do."
He handed me the dog and headed off to pursue.

I followed quickly and caught up with them both at her car.
"I'm a cop and you're in trouble," he said. "Indeed you are."

"I don't see a handicap placard or plate anyplace,
but your car is parked in a handicap parking space."

He handed her a ticket - "It's a two hundred dollar fine,
and I strongly suggest you pay it by the deadline."

"I'm not paying this," she said, and tore the ticket in two.
"I'm leaving right now and there's not a thing you can do."

He stood behind her red car and pulled out his cell phone.
"This is Troy and I need a tow truck at Fifth and Keystone."

"You'll see the red car in the handicap parking spaces,
and send a detective who's working any scam cases."

If she had run off she wouldn't have gotten very far.
She just stared sulkily at the cop and stayed by her car.

Soon the tow truck and an unmarked police car rolled in,
and Troy greeted the detective inside with a grin.



They both parked their vehicles and came over to us.
"I'm Detective Barnes, unlock your car door, don't make a fuss."

She hesitated for a moment, then did as he said.
Her sullen demeanor had changed to one of pure dread.

"There have been reports of a female scammer in this place,"
Detective Barnes said as her car was towed from its space.

I handed Troy his dog that I'd been holding all the while.
"You could be asked to testify if this case goes to trial."

So I gave Troy a name and address, only not mine.
"But this was my first time," I could hear the woman whine.

I could see the detective didn't believe her tale,
as he put her in his car to take her to city jail.

She was such a dumb scammer she deserved what she got,
and now I would have to find me a new parking lot.



An English Noelle
By I. M. Merckel

I call London my home though I’ve lived here only four years.  It enticed me with its history,
enveloped me with its architecture, and entertained me with its multiple personalities. For three
hundred twenty days a year it teems with life in a reserved, detached way. But during the Yuletide
season its personality changes as it dons its cloak of holiday displays, lights,  decorations, and
Christmas traditions.  People scurry, but aren’t as frenzied — more smiles, laughter and geniality
— as if Mr. Fezziwig’s spirit takes over.  While the City’s character stirred my interest, its holiday
attitude captured my heart.  

In keeping with the seasonal temperament, my employer closes at noon on the Friday before
the holiday, to reopen on the second day of the New Year.  This policy provides me the time to
absorb  the  City’s  festivities  at  my  own  pace,  free  from the  constraints  of  work  obligations.
Complementing  this  recess  is  their  practice  of  providing  a  holiday  card  accompanied  by  a
Christmas bonus, thanking us for our yearly efforts. 

Arriving  at  work  that  Friday  morning,  navigating  through  my  co-workers’ chorus  of
seasonal greetings, there awaited a company envelope upon my desk.  Opening it, I found their
cheque, much more generous than last year, for which I was grateful.  In lieu of the traditional
card, there were several sheets of paper.  Ahhhh, a personal note this year.  A nice touch.  

My appreciation dissolved as I  read that I  had been sacked.   The note advised that  my
termination was due to a reversal in the company prospects. There was no mention of fault with
my  job  performance,  but  that  made  no  difference.   While  impersonal  and  final,  at  least  the
envelope included a letter of recommendation, and a note explaining that my severance allowance
was included in my bonus.  

A second envelope rested against my printer, this one from Emily in our Orders Department.
Dating since last year’s holiday season, ours was a convenient arrangement, but no romance novel.
Neither had mentioned a permanent commitment, nor anticipated doing so, but I enjoyed sharing
the City’s charms with another, a fact I frequently mentioned to her..  Emily’s letter was clear and
concise — she would no longer be that other.

I had received not a glimmer of a warning as to either set-back.  Staring at my computer
screen, as if  its  darkened face could provide an explanation for these tragedies,  I struggled to
maintain  calm.   I  understood  life  held  surprises,  but  it  normally  provides  clues  — allowing
preparation for bad news — especially during this festive season dedicated to peace on earth, good
will to all, caring for others.  Not this time.

As I crossed my arms, seeking protection from the effects of the moment, I felt them in my
shirt  pocket.   To surprise  Emily,  I  had purchased tickets  for  that  evening’s performance of  A
Christmas Carol at the Old Vic Theater.  It was our custom to spend Friday evenings together.
Following today’s early closure I had planned taking her to the Victoria and Albert, our favorite
museum, to be followed by dinner and the play.  Now that wasn’t to happen.  

My feelings awash in humiliation, fear, and loss, I cleaned out my cubicle.   Maintaining a
stoic appearance as to not expose my misery, I walked to the exit.  What difference if I fled early?
They couldn’t sack me twice, could they?  Those same office mates who had shortly before greeted



me heartily, now averted eyes towards computer screens or workplace partitions while I passed
with my accumulation of personal items, as if I were a prisoner walking to the gallows.  At least I
was spared the clichés about having “a bit of bad luck,” the suggestion to “bounce back, old boy”,
or the empty promise that “we’ll keep in touch.”

Left behind on an otherwise barren shelf was a framed picture of Emily and me, taken last
Christmas in front of the office’s festive holiday tree.  We looked intense, each with a half-smile
reflecting our professional airs. Emily had straight brown shoulder length hair, small eyes under
heavy dark brows, and thin lips set in an otherwise narrow face; I appeared well groomed, with
dark short cropped hair, intense eyes, a thin nose, over a thin mustache, since deleted.  Neither
wore our glasses, removed to soften our images, yet we still resembled the Grant Wood American
Gothic painting, sans pitchfork.  The cubicle’s next occupant could decide what to do with that
photo.

I brooded as I returned to my flat, convinced everyone passing me thought “There goes that
fellow with no position and no relationship.”  My intentions for the day, as well as my immediate
future, previously so organized, had been ripped asunder.  

“You look glum,” Thomas, my flat mate, commented.  “Scrimped on the bonus this year?”

“I’ve been sacked and dumped.  Sacked by the company, dumped by Emily.”

“That’s a bit of bad news.  Tends to make the season dreary.”

“I’d say.  Thanks for not providing the normal consolation I expected to hear.”

“I know you too well for that.  So, what’re your intentions?”

“I guess I’ll spend the day here, engaging in a little self-pity.  It won’t change things but
might assuage some of the shock.  Then, I think I’ll get take-away for dinner, something different
for a change, and make it an early night.”

Thomas  was  quiet  a  moment  before  responding.   “Sorry,  chum,  but  remember  I’m
entertaining this evening.  I  thought you’d made plans to go to the theater.   I can’t have you
mugging about my guest.”

His special holiday party.  In my despair I’d forgotten.  “You’re going to propose to Evelyn.
Sorry.  My mistake.  I’ll leave this afternoon, stay out until past midnight.”

“That’s the spirit.  It will probably do you good.”

“Probably.”

***

While the loss of my position would appear the most tragic, it happens in business.  A diligent
search for a replacement situation would wait until the New Year, for who would be interviewing
so close to the holiday?  The termination of my relationship with Emily, and the manner in which
it was done, was more personal, feeding my foul mood.  She’d discourteously sunk my carefully
prepared surprise,  although lacking any knowledge of  the  now aborted events,  a  distinction I
refused to consider.  How could she treat me this way after the efforts I expended?  

Insulted, hurt, and motivated by revenge, I wasn’t going to accept her action meekly.  A
response was required.  I cast aside thoughts of confrontation, for that was too direct, and could
well end badly.  Instead I chose to proceed with the scheduled activities,  demonstrating she wasn’t



necessary for me to enjoy myself, but if it should happen that I would have a terrible time, it would
be her fault.  Not considered was the fact she would know nothing of my self-serving rejoinder,
and would care less.  A more realistic assessment of my situation would conclude I was attempting
to implement control under the guise of imposing on her a lesson.  Childish, senseless, but in a
distorted way, therapeutic.  

***

I exited the Tube at the South Kensington stop at 3:30 that afternoon to use the underground
walkway to the Victoria and Albert, the first part of my now solitary venture.  The tunnel was
crowded with holiday revelers, filling the passageway with frivolity that stood in stark contrast
with my own dark mood.  The clamorous sounds of travelling Londoners which I had built up an
indifference to, given my frequent Underground commutes, now seemed to taunt me, for my mind
remained roosted in that  dark place where it  withdraws in bad times.   Given my self-pitying
attitude, the joys of others was not what I wished to observe.  I again projected their thoughts as
they passed me — There goes that fellow with no position, no companion, and no future.

Immersed in such misery, my mind grew darker, for I started to recognize the hopelessness
of my intentions.  If I had an enjoyable journey Emily would not be hurt, and if I didn’t, I would
be the sole recipient of the bad time.  So entrenched in those woeful ramblings, I wouldn’t have
noticed a train whistle sounding nearby.  Yet, at the edge of my consciousness, despite all that was
happening both inside and around me, I detected a distinct sound — a special refrain. 

Buskers  in  passageways  in  the  Underground  perform  for  coins  or  larger  fare.   Their
exhibitions  normally  involve  musicians  playing  guitars,  violins,  keyboards  and  horns;  singers
vocalizing everything from opera to rock; ensembles blasting out renditions of both the familiar
and the unknown; the sounds of the performances, some excellent, others shoddy, fill the corridors.
But this sound was different.  It seemed like, yes, I became certain, the strum of a harp.

A harp!

 What was a harp doing in the Underground?

Before me I spied a stout, older gentleman with an elfin face, white hair, ruddy complexion,
dressed in a black suit, white shirt, and dark tie.  Sitting upon a small stool, he lovingly stroked the
strings  of  the  instrument  that  rested  against  his  shoulder.   His  closed  eyes  suggested  he  was
basking in the bliss of his musical voyage.  The sound ushering forth was clear, distinct, lilting —
rising above the clamor of the passing crowd.  A subtle drag steered me to the side to watch him
play, enjoying those glorious strains.  Beautiful.  Calming.  Then I recognized the tune — the
theme from  The Titanic.   How appropriate for this worst day of days.  Yet,  the melody was
engaging as it temporarily muted the harsh voices jabbering in my head.  A respite of calm settled
upon me, the first since early that morning. 

The crowd seemed unaffected by his recital, as if it was directed solely at me. When it ended, I
impulsively walked forward and placed a few pounds in his instrument case, not considering that if
I didn’t secure a new position quickly I might have need for that offering.  The musician opened
his eyes, alit with the spirit of his concert, smiled warmly, and politely said, “Thank you sir, have a
Happy Christmas.”  To that I reflexively responded, “The same to you.”



Engrossed with thoughts of what just happened, I continued my journey.  Shortly, I came
abreast of a tunnel that intersected from the left, shouts and laughter carrying from that direction.
While  the  gaiety of  those sounds was obvious,  their  source was not.   Stopping,  I  considered
whether to carry-on with my previous design to visit the museum I so loved, or alter my route and
explore those sounds?  A creature of habit  — a pursuer of the planned, not an adventurer —
changes were not easy for me.  If given a choice between the plotted and the new, I stayed the
course.  Yet, I felt myself being subtly nudged to that alternate path.  Rather than resist, I yielded
and proceeded up the tunnel.

The slowly rising concourse delivered me into the large courtyard of the Natural History
Museum, an area surrounded by the tall Victorian structure on one side, and on the other a line of
trees muting the traffic noise from the adjacent Cromwell Road.  On a large ice rink was a crowd
of bundled skaters, of all ages and abilities, circling a tall colorfully decorated Christmas tree.
Gliding couples were entwined together, single performers maneuvering in and out,  those less
skillful  skating with arms outthrust  for  balance,  or  holding onto gliding animal characters  for
support.   Some  picked  themselves  up  off  the  icy  surface,  only  to  stumble  on;  others  clung
doggedly to the rink walls for assistance.  Little ones tightly clutched a parent’s hand. From all
came squeals, shouts, laughter, their smiles exhaling streams of breath into the cold air. Joy and
giddiness prevailed.  

The skaters wore winter outfits of red, green and other holiday hues and designs — a Santa
hat here, a long trailing scarf there, some head gear with reindeer antlers or elf ears.  The brilliance
of the outfits contrasted with the dark gray of the overcast sky and the aged walls of the museum.

Beyond the rink stood a revolving carousel, one of circling lights, roof pennants snapping in the
wind, young riders alive with excitement sat atop brightly painted horses, all circling amidst the
sound  of  calliope  music  as  viewers  stood  waving  as  the  mounted  rode  by.   The  trees  were
festooned with ornaments and electric bulbs of varying intensity and colors found only in the most
dazzling of  rainbows,  gleamed in the dusk of  the afternoon.   Reds,  greens,  yellows,  oranges,
whites  assaulted  my eyes  as  I  stood  enchanted  with  the  merriment  of  this  celebratory  scene
presented under the darkening sky, all the time thinking, what’s happening?

***

With the onset of sunset, the overcast muting the last rays of light, the air became colder. I once
again perceived a stirring to alter my journey.  I was calmer, some of my Yuletide feelings restored,
my intended museum forgotten.  In its stead I chose to walk down Cromwell Road and then onto
Brompton Road, to the Knightsbridge Tube stop where I would eventually be transported to the
theater,  my ultimate destination.   The benefit  of  my itinerary change permitted me an amble
through  part  of  one  of  London’s  exclusive  shopping  areas,  indulging  in  more  of  the  City’s
Christmas dressings while at the same time pondering about these rash impulses that urged me
onward.

The traffic lanes were filled with vehicles, while festive crowds strolled the sidewalks.  This
was  a  seasonal  city  meander  through London’s  holiday  presentation.   The  sky  was  dark,  the
weather colder, so I pulled my coat tightly about me, for it was beginning to mist.  Not rain.  Much
lighter.  Just enough to tingle my cheeks, make the vibrant colors on display glisten.



Once more, the question — “What’s going on here?”

Vehicle headlights, changing traffic beacons, decorations on the trees, shop windows filled
with  their  seasonal  displays,  all  contributed  to  the  ambiance.   Straight  ahead,  encased  in  its
distinctive seasonal embellishment, was Harrods, the world-famous department store, rising tall,
beautifully  lit,  tastefully  providing  display  windows  filled  with  colorful  scenes  involving
Christmas  characters.   Other  shops  added  their  special  complements.   The  smell  of  roasted
chestnuts from the occasional vendor, the occasional whiff of enticing meals escaping from the
restaurants I passed, the tinkle of holiday bells worn on the coats of strollers, all mingled with the
sounds of vehicle traffic — a busy city at Christmas time. Enchanted by the scenes, dodging others
gawking at the sights, my eyes constantly finding new discoveries, I walked past my intended
Tube  stop,  being  rewarded  with  lights  off  to  the  left  from  Hyde  Park’s  Winter  Wonderland
exhibition, London’s largest Yuletide celebration,

Eventually  arriving by tube  to  Waterloo Station,  I  chose  a  small,  neighborhood,  Italian
restaurant near the Old Vic for my solitary dinner — warming and delicious.  Though not the
complete harbinger of Christmas, for I sat alone at my table, I now carried a much lighter feeling
in my heart as the sounds within my head had softened.   My initial intentions to punish Emily for
what  she had unknowingly done,  or  to  prove  to  myself  she  was not  needed,  were two goals
distinctly out-of-place from this season.  I had failed to recognize a third alternative existed — the
solo discovery of wonderful unanticipated things. I was the recipient of the best of what the day
had provided, which arose from situations unanticipated that morning, obtained not by my designs,
but by accepting what lay before me.  It would have been nice to share these findings with another,
but had I remained brooding in my flat, conjuring up revenge, rolling in self-pity, I would have
missed the new gifts I received.  Gratitude had replaced grievance.  

***

The Old Vic is my favorite theater.  Each attendance drew me back to its founding, as if I was
there at the opening in 1818.  Not generally a fan of theater-in-the-round, its configuration, with
two long raised gangways leading to the central stage, fit this play well.  I had seen A Christmas
Carol here before, and each time was transported back to the Victorian era.  My seats were next to
one of  those elevated  passageways,  my shoulders  level  with its  floor.   Within the theater  the
lighting was dim, emoting a gaslight feel.  Dozens of lanterns hung from the ceiling — pinpoints
of light against a darkened backdrop.  Ladies in Victorian clothing, full skirts,  ruffled sleeves,
wearing bonnets, handed out Christmas pies.  Absorbing it all, I felt the ghost of Charles Dickens
in attendance.

I put my coat onto Emily’s unused seat.  When the lights dimmed, the theater quieted, and
the actors in Victorian dress entered down the gangway beside me, setting the mood by singing
Christmas carols while strolling to the stage.  The patrons — families, couples old and young,
some singles — settled in to be transported back to the time of the play.

Next to Emily’s unused seat was an attractive woman near my age, formally dressed in the
popular Christmas fashion of a red jacket, black dress, with a holly sprig on her lapel. Her coat
was folded on her lap.  She attempted to see around the tall, wide gentleman in front of her.



First to the left, then to the right,  then back to the left,  she countered every shift in his
position,  reminiscent of some avian mating ritual.   A small  young girl  sat  in front  of Emily’s
vacant  place.   Normally,  even  though  I  had  been  the  victim  of  similar  sight  obstructions  in
performances past, I would ignore another’s dilemma, letting them solve it themselves.  But this
had not been a normal day.   Under the spell  of my recent experiences, I yielded to a sudden
impulse, removed my coat from the chair and quietly asked her if she would like the now unused
seat.  She responded with that typical British politeness, “Would that be all right?”  When I told
her it would she answered, “Lovely.”

She took my coat, placing it with her own on her now vacated spot, and we settled down to
watch  the  play.   During  the  performance  her  rapt  attention,  punctuated  by  sighs  and  gasps,
communicated her enjoyment of the production.  I had seen this work performed in other venues,
and while the presentations were generally similar, there were always differences.  So it was with
this one.  At times the stage would dim, the suspended lanterns would brighten, and my belief that
the atmosphere could not improve was demonstrably wrong.  It was a magical event

When Ebenezer Scrooge discovered the true meaning of Christmas, he exulted in his new-
found  holiday  spirit,  shouted  seasonal  messages  while  running  joyfully  up  and  down  the
gangways, searching for those to receive the news.  Amidst his dashing, he stopped above me, bent
down, winked and shook my hand.  “Happy Christmas to you, sir, the best of the holidays,” he said
emphatically, emphasized by a smile and a tap on my shoulder.  I mumbled “Happy Christmas”
back to him.  It was all I could think of in my startled state.  And following that exchange it began
to snow — in the theater — flakes drifting down upon us.  Light, soft, snow.  Those special effects
brought up memories of Bob Cratchit bustling on a snowy Christmas Eve, and Scrooge’s nephew
Fred’s slide, all, with apologies to Mr. Dickens, as depicted in the movie versions of his story.
Whatever those special effects were, they were magnificent.  Again that question arose.  What has
been going on?

The actors returned to a hearty ovation, this time carrying hand bells, singing more carols.
They ended the performance by ringing the melody to  Silent Night, crisp,  clear and touching,
followed by wishing us a Happy Christmas.  The play was over, my amazing day at an end, or was
it?

The lady thanked me for the seat.  “Did you enjoy the performance?” she asked.    

“I did, very much, and you?”   

“I thought it brilliant.  I’ve never seen this play done quite like that.  I hadn’t plans to attend,
but my friend became ill today so encouraged me to go in her stead.  I’ve been having issues
recently, a little rough patch, and she thought it would cheer me up.  It was the perfect elixir.  I’m
so glad I came.”

“It is done well here.  It’s such a complement to the season.”

She agreed.  “I hope you don’t think me forward, but I’d like to thank you for the seat.
Would you care to join me for tea?”

“No need to thank me.  I was happy to do it.” Impulsively, I added, “I’d love to have tea
with you.”

“Done,” she smiled and extended her hand.  “I’m Noelle.”



I  sat  gobsmacked.   Noelle,  Christmas,  what  were  the  chances?   I  stammered,  “I’m
Nicholas.”

“Nicholas  and Noelle,  what  a  coincidence.”  Her  smile  was  quite  attractive.   “Shall  we
proceed?”

“Please, after you,” I said gesturing towards the way out.

Approaching the exit,  I looked back,  the lanterns still  lit,  the theater cast in that murky
Victorian glow, the ringing of Silent Night still with me.  My day’s beginning, now so distant, had
been filled with acrimony.  The discoveries that followed were beyond my ability to conceive,
required nothing more from me than to follow those subtle prods.   The cold in my core was
replaced with the warmth of gratitude.  In such a state I recalled that lesson frequently misplaced
when dwelling on things beyond my control.  With a renewed sense of understanding, I murmured,
“I remember now.  Your plans, not mine.  They’re the best gifts of all.  Thank you for setting me
right again.  Whatever you have in mind for me is just fine.”

Noelle turned.  “I beg your pardon?”

“Nothing, just speaking to an old friend.”

She gave me that lovely smile, then turned to leave.  At the exit I stopped once again, looked
back into the now empty theater, and whispered, “Happy Christmas to you.  And, again, thank
you.”

Ends



Resistencia Christmas Eve
By Lorraine Caputo

All day
the heat, the humidity
strummed sultry,
multi-grey cumulus mounding
high into the heavens

until late afternoon
when its crescendo
erupted into thunder
pulsed by lightning

a rain washing
the blistered streets raw
& the clouds
into a uniform tone

Near midnight
the cathedral is dark
A man eats cake
before resting
on his blanket
upon the steps

A few kiosks are yet
grilling sandwiches, serving beer
to customers
at sidewalk tables

All else is closed
(save a pharmacy)
security guards murmur

Festive lights pulsate
in darkened windows
The laughter, the music
of a party drifts
down a deserted street

As that twelve o'clock hour nears
the crescendo of rockets
mounts, pulsed by sprays of
multi-colored sparks across
the heavens, clouds of gunpowder
drifting skywards
Resting birds startle
from a tree

The hotel watchman
sits in a lawn chair
on the front walk,
sipping sidra &
listening to chamamé
on his radio



Alter Egos
By David Clémenceau

Become who you are

Part 1

  

Growing up, Marie hated the place where she and her mother lived together in a fifteen-storey
building in one of the many social housing projects that surrounded Paris. People who did not live
there and only heard about these  banlieues in the news mistakenly tended to believe that  the
southern suburbs of the French capital were not as bad as the northern ones. Marie felt that they
were wrong. It was obvious to her that living in the projects was bad anywhere in the world. She
also hated people talking wisely about matters they didn’t have a clue about to begin with. Those
who pretended to know better simply illustrated their flagrant lack of knowledge in the matter, on
top of their inability to keep their ignorance to themselves. 

She and her mother, Aline, lived in a small flat which had only two rooms, one of which
being the living room where her mother slept on a convertible couch. The only real room was
Marie’s.  Although  she  was  only  eleven  years  old,  she  had  a  solid  understanding  of  the
circumstances that surrounded her life and her mother’s. She was convinced that all children who
lived in her neighbourhood and in the adjacent buildings had that very same grasp of reality but
lost it during adolescence to society’s expectations towards them – or, the way Marie saw it, to the
country’s  heartless  economic  working-class  engine that  steadily  and relentlessly  ground every
single one of its cogs into dust, only to see them replaced by the next generation.  

Aline worked six days a week at a hairdresser’s and often did house calls for friends and
neighbours on Sundays. Maurine, the only neighbour they knew on the same floor, was one of her
clients and the two women had a mutual agreement. Being a fortune teller, Maurine sometimes
read people’s fortunes with tarot cards in her spare time. And whenever she told Aline her fortune,
Maurine was happy to get her hair done in return, free of charge. It was a sensible arrangement
since, out of principle, Maurine never asked for payment for reading someone’s cards. It  was,
however,  common knowledge  and  understood  for  all  her  clients  that  no  work should  remain
unpaid. Therefore, people always made a donation, either in money, usually a small, symbolical
sum, or in goods such as a pack of flour or a home cooked meal. The difference with Aline was
that their exchange was set at a fixed price. 

Sometimes  Marie’s  mother  and  their  neighbour  spent  some of  their  off  time together,
having coffee or just chatting and, on occasion, even went out together. During a conversation,
while Marie had been waiting patiently by her mother’s side, she overheard that Maurine was of
Irish origins.  Her name was a variation of Marie’s own, but  the girl  never noticed a surname
(although she could have sworn that Maurine must have had one). When asked about where in
Ireland  Maurine  was  from,  she  just  said  evasively  that  her  mother  was  born  in  a  travelling
community called Tinkers. 



Judging from the woman’s appearance, the girl decided that Maurine had to be about the
same age as her mother, who was forty. Strangely enough, Marie had felt somehow connected to
the dark-haired, pale woman next-door ever since she and her mother met her for the first time.
Moreover, and as far as Marie could tell, Maurine was the closest thing she knew her mother had
to a friend.  

Since Aline earned just enough to pay  for the bills  and buy food, when Marie wanted
pocket money for things her mother wouldn’t buy her (or couldn’t afford), she had to work for it.
So when Mrs Aliagas, an elderly widow who lived on the ninth floor, just below Marie’s and
Aline’s flat, needed some groceries, Marie went with her to help her pick the items she wanted and
carry the bag back up to her flat. When Mrs Aliagas was too tired or aching from arthritis, she sent
Marie to go on her own. The old lady always gave Marie five Euros, once back at her place. She
was kind, though rough around the edges, always swearing, and wore glasses as thick as bottle
necks. Marie often marvelled at how they didn’t fall off her steep, freckled nose from their sheer
weight. Marie also thought that it was a terrible thing to be so old and helpless; with no one else to
look after you.  

Little Marie also walked the elderly Dariot couple’s pug, Hector. She hated dogs, too, but it
was  easy  money to  walk  the  stupid  mutt  around the  courtyard  until  it  had  thoroughly  urine-
poisoned even the most resilient samples of suburban flora and dropped a couple of lengthy turds
on the concrete walkway, right next to the dried-out flower patches and nettles. No one really
cared anyway.  People  kept  their  children  indoors  after  nightfall.  Then,  youths  and small-time
gangsters took possession of the benches and the entrances to the tower blocks.

Marie didn’t like it when it got dark. Not that she liked it any better at daytime. But she
struggled to accept the commonly used adage stating that’s how it was. If that was truly the case,
she contended that it sucked tremendously. 

Since she was a small child, Marie had always thought of herself as being different from
the other children in her neighbourhood and at school, and usually preferred to keep to herself. She
enjoyed  learning,  which  made  it  somehow  easier  for  her  classmates  to  ostracise  her  –  and
ultimately leave her alone. No one around Marie, including her mother, understood how anyone
could enjoy learning. She relished the thought in advance of going to school the next day to learn.
And  despite  her  mother’s  failure  to  understand  her  daughter  in  many  other  aspects,  Aline
understood that Marie was not like the other children, perhaps even special (although she didn’t
have a clear notion as to what exactly that implied). She knew, though, that her daughter liked to
read. Therefore, Aline came home from work early every Saturday to take Marie on a two-hour
library tour of all the libraries in a ten kilometre radius in their drafty olive green 1989 Renault 5,
in order to provide for her daughter’s intellectual cravings. 

Books and magazines were Marie’s best friends at that time, though not her only ones. She
did also have two girlfriends, Nadia and Corinne, with whom she could share her impressions of
the latest episode of Dawson’s Creek, Beverly Hills 90210 or of the latest Backstreet Boys and
Ricky Martin songs. But teenage-friendly popular culture was the limit of what she could share
with her human friends. They would not have understood it, had she ever mentioned that she also
indulged in Star Trek, Jane Eyre and Sherlock Holmes.  

***



When MTV began airing Daria on French television, the show turned out to be a revelation for
young Marie. She had instantly recognized a kindred spirit in the satirical cartoon girl and elected
Daria at once her very own favourite heroine (all-media considered). Soon she had created her
own imaginary interpretation of the misanthropic, nihilistic nerd girl in love with books and with
travelling through history, fiction and around the world, even beyond it, into the stars. And rather
than stooping to the intellectual level of most of her fellow pre-adolescent peers for acceptance and
recognition, solitary Marie found great comfort in dreaming of being able to metaphorically kick
all the mental Beavises and Buttheads around her into the ground with spite, spunk and spirit.
Daria had helped Marie to better understand herself and, for that matter, everyone else. 

The thing about television in the 1990s was that  commercials were an integral  part  of
televised  entertainment.  One knew that  there  was going to  be  a  break every  twenty  or  thirty
minutes or so (at least on most public channels) and people didn’t think twice about its usefulness
– they went to the loo, fetched another drink or a snack in the fridge or (for the lucky ones) made
out. Advertisements were generally accepted, on top of being largely unavoidable except if one
zapped to  another  channel  or  turned off  the  television  (hence  taking the  considerable  risk  of
missing part of the programme if one tuned back in too late). 

Especially during children’s programmes, the profusion of toys, sweets and accessories that
were punched through the screen and through the developing consumer’s retina into their minds in
twenty to thirty second intervals proved to be most effective. Children sooner or later ended up
badgering their parents for one toy or the other – and sooner or later their parents would give in to
the mass consumption doctrine, the high and mighty force at work. 

Like many French children of her generation, Marie, too, watched the commercials with
transported interest. Even more so since her mother could hardly ever afford to buy her any toys,
plushies or dolls. But seeing them at Nadia’s and Corinne’s homes, her friends being slightly more
fortunate  than  herself  for  simple  and  almost  insignificant  reasons  –  having  two  parents,  for
instance – made Marie resentful of her own situation and envious of her friends. She realized that
she would never be able to walk enough dogs and shop for enough old ladies to be able to buy all
the things she began to feel an increasingly urgent hunger for.

***

The first time she stole something was a celebrity tabloid. It had been a sort of means to test
herself, to see if she had it in her. Her target didn’t even have to be something interesting but might
as well be, of course. 

One afternoon during the summer break, she went to the grocery store at the bottom of the
neighbouring building and leisurely browsed through the aisles. It  was so hot the omnipresent
concrete felt as though it was going to reach the boiling point any day. Children and teenagers
wandering aimlessly through stores or shopping malls in search of some relief from the furnace
were commonplace.  When Marie had reached the newspaper and magazine aisle,  she checked
carefully, without wasting precious time, if the air was clear. Once she was sure, she stealthily
slipped an issue of Closer Magazine into the back of her jeans hiding the rest of it under her t-shirt
and walked out empty-handed. 



No  one  had  seen  her  take  it  and  Marie  was  delighted  about  her  first  successful
misdemeanour. Back in her room, she could still feel the tingle of exaltation in her stomach. For
that feeling alone, she thought, it had already been worth the risk. 

Although delinquent Marie didn’t become an adrenaline junkie, she still went on stealing
through the summer and the next few months until Christmas. Her being envious of her friends
caused her to steal from them, too, a couple of times – a bangle and a lipstick. But on those
occasions she had actually felt bad about what she had done. While she didn’t want to ruin her
friendships by confessing, Marie decided she would not do it again and rather focus on magazines
instead. On particularly successful days, she’d nick a Glamour or Elle for Nadia and Corinne, too.

Her mother barely noticed the rather sudden profusion of celebrity and lifestyle magazines
in her daughter’s bedroom during the following months. Aline had too much on her plate already
and was too exhausted most days after work to inquire about a bunch of magazines she assumed
her daughter had bought with honestly earned money. She had no reason to believe otherwise. 

***

On the first day of October, every year, the amount of toys, sweets, electronic devices and home
gadgets of all sorts that were advertised on television, when Marie was still a child, increased
drastically almost overnight. It was hard to tell exactly how there could be more commercials than
the rest of the year with even more products on show, but to eleven-year-old Marie it certainly felt
that way.   

 And then, on a Saturday morning in mid-December, there  she was; wedged right in
between two parts of an episode of one of her cherished Japanese animation series, along with
seven  minutes  worth  of  even  more  magically  delightful  and  oh  so  desirable  toys:  Business-
Woman-And-Evening-Gown-In-One  Barbie.  During  the  day,  she  was  a  young,  attractive  and
successful  high  class  business  woman  in  a  smart  perfecto-and-knee-long-skirt  combo  that
magically  turned  into  an  extraordinary  princess-style  evening  gown  to  go  dining  in  a  classy
gastronomical restaurant and dancing with her boyfriend, Ken, after work.   

There was nothing in the whole world that young Marie could have wanted more than to
possess that doll. The commercial break ended and the anime show resumed at a crucial turning
point in the plot – but Marie was not paying attention anymore, mesmerized. She had to have that
doll. And she was sure that, although she knew that many things required a certain amount of
patience in order to achieve fruition or satisfaction, her patience would run out very soon. 

 She decided to go into town that day, took the train into Paris and the Metro until she
reached the huge and famous Paris department store. Any larger supermarket would have done;
there was a Toys R Us much closer to her home. But Marie wanted to avoid being seen by anyone
who could have recognized and denounced her to her mother. So it seemed to be a very reasonable
choice to put as much distance between where she lived and the crime-scene-to-be.      

The  entire  excursion  had  taken her  several  hours.  Marie  arrived  back  home with  just
enough time to bask in the joy of having achieved what she had set her mind to and – much more
importantly – the joy of possessing the doll from the commercial. Aline arrived half an hour later
and all along that Saturday’s library tour found that her daughter was in a particularly good mood. 



Every day until the Christmas holidays, Marie beamed with the sheer joy of knowing that
she had her wonderful doll waiting for her in her room. Of course she had to play with it in secret
since a brand new expensive doll would doubtlessly have aroused her mother’s suspicion. But
Marie was cautious.  

On the last Sunday before Christmas, Aline had invited Maurine over for lunch. Much to
Marie’s surprise, Maurine had brought a Christmas present for her. Marie didn’t know Maurine
well enough to be able to say she liked her, but she sensed something, even though it was just a
feeling, that made her feel comfortable with their neighbour. 

The girl had thought on occasion that they did both have the same raven black hair. There
also was something about the oval shape of Maurine’s face, and about her thin lips that somehow
reminded Marie of her own. She considered Maurine to be neither pretty nor unpleasant to look at
but plain, and judged that she was of medium height with a rather shapely stature and what Marie
decided was a decently sized bosom and not quite flat buttocks. Maurine’s brown eyes had a depth
Marie had never noticed in anyone else before, except maybe, possibly, in her own. And she had
an aura about her of someone Marie was sure she knew, but for the hell of it could not figure out
from where or when – like a permanent yet untraceable déjà-vu.  

Marie quite naturally thanked Maurine politely for her present and asked if she could open
it  right  away,  Christmas being still  a  couple of  days away.  Maurine having no objection,  the
youngster eagerly proceeded to unwrap her present. 

Never  had  Marie  known  a  greater  disappointment  than  when  she  had  removed  the
wrapping. In her lap she held the same doll she had stolen the week before.    

Part 2

Just  as Marie was showing out Mrs Aliagas,  her  floor-neighbours stepped out of  the lift.  She
correctly deduced from the pile of books the little girl was hugging that they were returning from
their weekly library raid. The girl liked to read. 

The four of them greeted each other, inquiring briefly if everything was well and within a
couple of  minutes the exchange had covered everyone’s state of  health,  school,  work and the
weather before the mother and daughter disappeared into their flat with a promise to talk more
soon. Meanwhile, the elderly lady made it slowly and persistently into the lift. At her age, Marie
had decided a long time ago, one had a right to take one’s time and Marie always saw Mrs Aliagas
to the lift and remained on the landing until she heard the elderly lady close the door to her flat,
just below her own. It was a Saturday afternoon ritual for Mrs Aliagas to have Marie read from the
cards to her. 

Marie had always had some doubts about the validity of what she told people from the
cards and the importance they attached to her prophecies. Although she was quite certain about her
ability to read tarot cards and understand their meaning for herself, in a sense, privately – it was
her neighbours’ hopes and emotions that made it into a mitigated experience for her. She didn’t as
much think of it as telling someone’s fortune as she considered herself to be providing a public
service,  because she could,  by dispensing a small measure of comfort to the people around her  –



a little light of meaning in the vast, frightening darkness of uncertainty. 

The news that Marie was a card reader had spread like wildfire around the residents of her
building  and,  in  fact,  of  the  entire  neighbourhood  when  the  subject  had  come  up  during  a
neighbourly conversation. Even her next-door neighbour, Lina, had become one of her clients.

Since  the  forty-something-year-old  mother  had helped Marie  move in  and solve  some
starting problems involving an unreliable heating system with the social housing administration,
the two women had become friends. 

Although Marie and Lina both had exhausting weeks – she,  being a social  worker for
student counselling in several schools each week and Lina, being a single-mum and a hairdresser –
they got to know each other better and eventually got together for a chat and coffee. They even
went to a music festival in the summer now and then or to the Christmas market. Marie often
worried about Lina and her little daughter, Maurine, remembering her own childhood with a single
parent and how difficult life could be when you were only a family of two. 

But remembering was a delicate matter, she had realized; as when her clients talked to her.
How often  did  it  happen  that  a  person  told  her  about  events  –  even  from a  recent,  almost
immediate past – that had been unwittingly deformed by the teller; not on purpose but because of
people’s inability to recall certain details, thereby altering the nature of recalled events. 

From a radio podcast about mental illness and memory loss, Marie had learned that, over
time, the brain autonomously decided to store memories of memories, copies really, rather than to
call up the initial memory of an event. And each time an event was recalled, it was actually the
copy of the previous time the event had been remembered. And each time, the previous memory
underwent slight, minute alterations in the process of remembering. To Marie this could only mean
that the more one remembered something, the more the first memory of an event became over-
written, as if one were driving away from a fixed point looking at it in the rear mirror until it left
one’s sight completely and what remained was merely the idea of what had left one’s sight. After
that podcast, Marie had found herself wondering whether she remembered actual events of her past
or if she remembered a minutely altered copy of a previous memory.  

She remembered distinctly that she had discovered her ability to read cards when one of
her neighbours gave her a set of tarot cards when she was a pre-adolescent teenager. Ever since
then,  she  had  practised  each  card’s  significance,  possible  interpretation  and  the  subsequent
combinations. Marie remembered distinctly that, as a teenager, being able to call upon the cards to
read events from the past, present or future had given her great comfort. It still did. But, now, some
of her clients said she could predict the future, which she couldn’t  – no more than she could
prevent it from happening. Marie had learned that it merely meant she could catch glimpses of
what may still come or already happened. Cards didn’t discriminate between past, present and
future, they just stated – something.  

She had also learned not to stretch that point since people were usually happy with even
the slightest hint of certainty about their futures. They didn’t need more uncertainty than they
already had. 

Mrs Aliagas’s door clicked shut. The elderly woman had come to Marie seeking to know
what the cards could tell about her son: Would he find a respectable young Greek wife while she
was still alive? She had been worried about him not being married at forty-one. Marie had been
able to  tell  her  that he  would marry;  the Ace  of Cups  had  come up  quite  early  in its  positive



orientation, indicating a positive family event. However, she did not tell Mrs Aliagas that it was
unlikely she would be pleased with her son’s future bride. In fact, Marie suspected he was already
together with the bride-to-be but had not yet told his mother. Out of principle, Marie never told her
clients the negative readings, rather focussing their attention on the positive ones.     

She went back inside, drew some cards from the deck for herself and laid them out on the
coffee table while she sat down in her armchair. She pondered the implications of the combination
she had uncovered for a while, sighed and put the deck back together into a fit-to-size engraved
oblong wooden box upon which were added delicately traced permanent marker lines and curls
and mysterious symbols. The box went into a drawer below the flat screen television which she
then switched on to watch a quiz show until dinner time.    

***

On  the  penultimate  weekend  before  Christmas,  a  combination  of  time-worn  materials  and
insufficient maintenance caused the main heating regulator valve for the entire building to blow
out over-night. When the residents woke up that Saturday morning, it took some of them a moment
to  remember  which  season  of  the  year  it  was  –  winter  or  summer.  They  found  themselves
emerging from their sleep with images of sunny beaches on their minds and thirsting for an ice-
cooled drink. Unable to reduce the suffocating heat to a comfortable level on the thermostats, all
residents opened the windows to let in the freezing air from outside and create a heat exchange
with the doors opened on to the staircase. It felt like the height of August inside Marie’s flat, ten
days to Christmas. 

Like most of her neighbours, she opened her door to get a sense of whether she was the
only one having the same problem. It had happened before, she had heard from some of the elder
residents of the building. 

When she got on the landing, Marie realized that the problem concerned all the people
around her. Most of them were taking stock of the situation, talking to their next-door neighbours
in their bathrobes, morning gowns or already in shorts and t-shirts. Some of them were happy
about the heat but most were not. It was still a few minutes before sunrise. 

The hotline at the housing administration head offices rang all morning. By 9 a.m., the
answering machine was bursting with complaint messages. Naturally, the technician on weekend
shift would be dispatched as soon as they managed to get in touch with him. It was only a matter
of hours.

Marie wasn’t sure how the day would turn out but decided to take it easy. She tilted the
kitchen window and went to the bathroom to brush her hair and teeth before she turned on the
television to listen to the news broadcast in the background, while reading a magazine until it was
time for breakfast. 

During the morning, the staircase had been filled with the clatter of crockery, neighbourly
chatter, blaring television programmes, music and the straining grunts of a young couple’s blessed
morning workout on one of the upper floors. At some point, after the couple had exhausted their
mojo, Marie had heard her next-door neighbour’s door shut. Since Lina usually left around 8:30
a.m.,   it must have been her daughter going out for a spell.  Marie hoped that Maurine was dressed



warmly enough against the cold. Despite the equatorial climate indoors, it  was still  sunny but
doubtlessly freezing winter outside. 

She thought of the fancy new doll she had seen on television and bought for Maurine, after
submitting the idea to her mother. It was something, she thought, she would have enjoyed when
she was a child and now she was happy being able to offer it to little Maurine; more so since she
knew from the cards that it was very unlikely that anyone other than her mother would give her
anything. 

Once, shortly after they met for the first time, Marie had been curious about whether there
would be any relatives to be expected to visit – perhaps a handsome brother of Lina’s – but hadn’t
felt comfortable enough to ask directly. She had asked the cards instead which revealed, rather
sadly, that there wasn’t anyone, not even the girl’s father. When Marie came to realize, much later,
that  Lina never  once mentioned any relatives,  she felt  all  the  more justified to  give Maurine
something nice for Christmas. In her opinion, children should have something nice for Christmas;
they should be smothered in presents.   

Then,  on  the  last  Sunday  before  Christmas,  Marie  was  invited  to  lunch  at  Lina  and
Maurine’s place. She had brought the present with her to put under the small plastic Christmas tree
on top of the television. But when Maurine saw the gift-wrapped box, she pleaded with her mother
that it would be cruel having to wait until the 25th of December to open it knowing that it would be
there, waiting for her. Lina said that if it was alright for Marie she could open it right away.

Marie had been looking forward to this moment for the better part of a month. She was
eager to see the expression on the child’s face, hoping that she would be delighted. Marie was
terribly excited when she handed the gift to Maurine – and dumbstruck by the brutal contrast
between her own anticipation and the girl’s reaction when the gift wrap revealed what it was.
Instead of leaping with joy, the girl’s previous excitement broke in on itself, like a sandcastle in the
tide. Her smile fell apart, became a distorted mask of sorrow and disappointment. 

For one heartbroken moment no one spoke. Lina was just about to ask her daughter if there
was  something  wrong,  if  she  was  alright,  but  before  she  could  speak  Maurine’s  face  almost
mechanically switched back to a happy smile. She hugged Marie diligently and forced herself to
laugh in an attempt to suppress her urge to cry. Marie had a feeling that Maurine was lying when
she said that she was so surprised at first, and so overjoyed, that she didn’t know what to say. 

While Marie  had a  great  time with her  neighbours that  Sunday afternoon, she noticed
during  their  conversations  that  Maurine’s  laughter  had  become  somewhat  hollow and  almost
imperceptibly tainted with sadness. The doll she had brought for the girl had remained sealed in its
box. It would have been impossible for her to know why Maurine was unhappy or that she already
possessed that same doll.

Although Marie did not understand it, she sensed that Maurine’s sadness resonated within
her, somewhere deep inside. It was both a diffuse and parasitic sensation impossible to shake or
point out precisely, but strong enough to make her aware that there was something wrong.  



Part 3 

Time stopped. 

It did so because it was sufficiently self-aware to know that it had only a limited choice of
things  to  do;  apart  from accelerating,  slowing  down,  expanding  and  retracting,  it  sometimes
stopped.  It  was  perfectly  free  to  do so,  too,  since there  was no one around in the variety of
universes who could tell Time what to do or when to do it. It did not have anything else to do
either, for that matter. Time simply knew that it did certain things but never with any knowledge of
its own motivations, or the way in which it went about them. It was also aware that it did not have
exactly the same aspect in all regions of itself, that there was sometimes more or less of it. 

There was no way of telling what Time would do next, although it knew (even though not
why or how) that  many have considered the implications of  this undeniable,  unavoidable and
unforgiving circumstance throughout the aeons. 

Then, something odd happened, which felt new – but Time wasn’t quite sure whether it
actually was new. It didn’t really mind, either. Not knowing specifically what to do, or why or how
to do it, Time began to fold in on itself, carrying in its wake the entire fabric of itself and the
surrounding area; all the untold regions of itself with their myriad variations, moulding itself into
another self-similar version of itself. The whole process was immeasurably fast and, when it was
over, Time found itself to be almost exactly the way it had been before – only slightly different. It
had the inexplicable feeling, somewhere deep down in its gut, that it was going to do it again. 

Part 4

The building’s main heating system had gone haywire late in the night of the second Friday before
Christmas. Fortunately, rather than to cease functioning entirely and have everyone freeze stiff, the
heating was running on its upper limit. While the outside temperature was just below zero, it was
consistently thirty-five degrees Celsius inside the building.

On the following Saturday morning, most flats had their windows and doors open early to
create a cooling draft between the outside and the staircase. The residents put up with the heat by
dressing in shorts and t-shirts, tank tops, underwear or less, which made for a surrealistic scene in
the middle of December.  

Christmas was less than two weeks away. 

Marie had woken up early, sweating uncomfortably and confused after a dream. By the
time she got out of her bed and to the bathroom, around 6.30 a.m., she didn’t remember anymore
what it was about, but there remained the lingering impression of two diffuse shadows that could
have been one cast by streetlight in a thick night fog, there, at the fringes of her consciousness. 

She checked the thermostats of every heater, in disbelief, having almost absolute certainty
that she did not raise the temperature before going to bed. Not that much, at any rate. Then, she
dialled the number  for  the technical  support  of  the social  housing administration and got  the
answering machine. After considering whether or not she should leave a message, she decided
against it and rang off. She thought of calling a neighbour but, after considering the time of day,
decided against that, too. Marie didn’t want to disturb anyone this early. She tilted the kitchen
window ajar and went to the entrance. 



On the landing, she realized that the heating problem appeared to be the same for all her
neighbours. She could see some doors open when she leaned over the railing. Two neighbours a
couple of floors down were already debating the situation in front of their respective flats. The
door across from her was still closed but Marie suspected that Lina would be getting up soon. The
hairdresser’s where she worked opened at 9 a.m. and Lina always arrived there early. Marie left
her door open, turned back inside and put on a pot of strong coffee.  

About one and a half hours later, she was distractedly reading a cooking magazine in her
pink fleece bathrobe while listening to the news on television when she heard Lina leave. From her
armchair facing the television she could see across her hall and the landing to Lina’s doorstep.
Noticing the open door and Marie looking up from her reading, Lina called over to wish her a
good morning. 

“Do you know what’s going on with the heating?” asked Lina.  

“I tried to call the administration but there’s just the answering machine,” Marie said. “And
Mrs Aliagas just told me she got through and said someone will be sent to fix it soon. Are the two
of you alright, apart from that?” 

“Yes, we’re fine, thanks. I just need to get going. Maurine is watching television.” 

Right before she disappeared out of sight, Lina asked Marie if she could keep an eye on her
daughter. 

“I told her to come over to you, if there’s anything.” 

“Of course,” the reply came on cue. She always kept an eye on Maurine when she was at
home, when it was possible, although she and Lina didn’t always mention it explicitly. It was
understood. Their exchange ended there since Lina had to be on her way. Marie drained the last bit
of her second cup of coffee and put the cup down next to the ornamented wooden box on the
coffee table and went back to reading the magazine.     

When she heard a door shut and a keychain drop on the floor with a short-lived jingle, she
knew it  was  Maurine.  Marie  peeked  past  the  door  frame,  said,  “Hello,  Maurine.  Everything
alright?”

The girl was straining under the layers of her winter gear while she knelt to put on her
shoes. She was obviously dressed for the cold with a burly blue winter coat, a chequered scarf
wrapped around her neck and up to her chin. There was a pair of gloves and a red woollen hat next
to her on the doormat. She looked up a little out of breath saying, “Hi, Marie. I’m alright, thanks.
How are you?”

 From her own doorstep, the woman noticed an air of excitement about the little girl. 

“I’m well enough, thank you for asking. Mind if I ask what you are up to?”

“Just going into town,” said the youngster while she straightened up again. 

Maurine appeared to be all set, ready to leave. But something caught her attention as she
began to sniff the air in front of her. There was something flavoursome around. Her neighbour
must have carried the smell with her, the girl thought; it appeared to be emanating from Marie’s
kitchen. For one moment, it was all Maurine could think of. For one moment, she even forgot
about the doll she had set her mind on getting.  

“What is that?” she demanded a touch indignantly, as if such odours where unheard of, and
before Marie could answer, she added with glee, “It smells delicious!”



Although  Marie  was  quite  confident  in  her  skills  as  an  amateur  chef,  she  enjoyed  a
compliment when she got one, and smiled in half-humble half-proud appreciation. 

“Oh that, that’s just a butter chicken simmering on the stove. I was planning on cooking
some jasmine  rice  and make a  little  cucumber  raita  on the side,”  she said matter-of-factly  to
Maurine’s brightening face. 

The girl was also becoming rather hot on the landing of the overheated building. Marie had
no intention of interfering with Maurine’s plans, so, she offered to put some of the food aside, if
she wanted to have some later. But Maurine was still standing there, in front of her flat, like an
indecisive Esquimaux. The two women eyed each other impassively for a few seconds, in silence. 

After a few seconds Marie felt that it was up to her to continue; send Maurine going or say
the next best thing. 

“But, if you’re not in too much of a hurry,” she ventured, “I think it should be ready soon.” 

She saw that Maurine was hesitating, still breathing in the succulent, silky, spicy smell of
hearty Indian comfort food, wavering. 

“Or, you can wait until you get back and there’ll be a bowl ready for you.”

***

Maurine had really just wanted to find out what was at the source of that gorgeous smell. So, when
she peeled herself out of her winter gear, she was still convinced that she would have time to go
into town to get the doll she so eagerly desired and be back home before her mother returned from
work. But upon crossing Marie’s threshold for the first time she had immediately felt at home.
Maurine wanted to know what was in each pot and pan and what was in Marie’s fridge; and she
wanted to sit in the armchair to see if it was comfortable, and to know what television shows
Marie liked to watch. When the youngster asked about the hand-sized wooden box on the coffee
table, Marie said it was for cards and that she could show her later. 

After lunch, she offered her young guest another glass of ice tea with lime and peppermint
which the girl accepted happily. They talked like old friends – almost as if they had known each
other their whole lives. Then, her glass still half full, Maurine was beginning to feel very satisfied
from the delicious meal topped with ice cold drinks and cinnamon biscuits. She stretched her limbs
which had become a little sore from sitting. She was still thinking of the doll, but just not with the
same intensity anymore.

It occurred to Marie that the girl could want to follow her initial idea now and she led the
conversation back to Maurine’s reason for going out. But Maurine did not seem quite as excited
about the subject as she had been two hours earlier. Marie’s eyes followed the child as she rose
from the table and walked around the small living-room, quietly investigating photographs, books
mixed with DVDs on a shelf, magazines stacked around the television.

 Something caught Maurine’s attention, as if she had noticed something peculiar without
realizing it right away while the thought had crept onto the front stage of her consciousness. She
swayed back to the photographs. 



They were mostly time-yellowed Polaroid colour cilchés,  some in sepia,  of  young and
older people, in front of a hut or cabin, standing by a horse cart, in a field or on a prairie, women
laughing around some sort of improvised camping kitchen. There were varying groups of children,
and a couple of photographs of what appeared to be an entire family clan; at a glance, she counted
over twenty individuals. Some of the children were also in the first row of the family portraits
along with youths, cousins, parents, aunts, uncles, grandparents and possibly great grandparents,
Maurine decided. One of the older children was cuddling a new-born baby sister or brother. Next
to them was a small dark-haired girl right there, in the middle, perhaps about Maurine’s age, who
bore an eerie air of familiarity. 

She looked closer until her nose almost met with the glass and held her breath. Goose-
bumps started crawling up her spine up to the nape of her neck. Had it not been for the faded sepia,
the setting she had never seen or been to and what appeared to be traditional garments, she could
have sworn this was a fresh picture of her. The resemblance was uncanny. 

She was on the verge of saying something when it struck her that the possibility of this
being the case was just unbelievable and she dismissed it. Caught by a sudden doziness, she let
herself drop into the armchair, her mind sunken in the first stages of a light trance. Marie decided
to let her be for a while. She cleared the table, leaving the glasses and a saucer with the biscuits
and left the room to give her some space.    

When she returned a few minutes later, Maurine was still sitting in the armchair but Marie
sensed that the child’s aura had undergone a shift,  from sleepy to inquisitive; she was staring
intensely at the wooden box, as if she were trying to move it through psychokinesis, not daring to
touch it. 

And suddenly  it  moved.  In  her  dozy,  half-meditation  Maurine’s  consciousness  noticed
Marie’s hand around the box. Somehow, the box appeared to be realer, though, than the hand, as it
took off smoothly, floating in mid-air through the room until it landed again, over on the table
where Marie placed it in front of her. She sat down, opened the lid and waited. Maurine took a seat
opposite her once more.

Then, her host reached for the cards.   

“Are those playing cards?” asked Maurine.

“In a sense, they can be,” Marie answered without looking at them as she slowly, almost
languidly, began to place one card at a time in an imaginary rectangle between her and the girl. All
the while she kept her attention on Maurine taking in each card with its symbols. 

“What would you like to be later?” 

“You mean after school? I don’t know yet. Maybe a veterinarian. Or a journalist.” 

“Uh-hum.” Marie went on to the next line, still focussing her attention on Maurine. “So
you want to help the small and helpless and inform those who need informing.” It wasn’t quite a
question. 

“Yes,” the girl said crisply. 

For a moment they were both silent. Marie finished the third line and went on with the
same trance-like  slowness  to  the  last  one.  Her  guest  kept  following each  part  of  the  process
carefully – Marie’s left hand slipping one card after the other from the deck in her right hand; the
soft rasping of card after card against the table cloth; discovering each new picture. 



“What’s this one?” she wanted to know. 

“The Justice.”  

“What’s it for?” 

After  only the shortest  pause,  Marie ventured,  “Have you ever thought of  becoming a
teacher?” 

Maurine looked up at her, as if she had just been the object of a minor insult; not outraged
but ostensibly hurt. While Maurine enjoyed learning, she disliked most of her teachers and said so.

“Well, I know what you mean, believe me. But then again, they’re not all the same, are
they? Sometimes there’s one that’s not so much like the other teachers, someone who makes the
whole school experience more bearable, right?”  

It was true, she thought, since she had a distinct soft spot for her History teacher, not a
sentimental crush, not at all, but genuine sympathy and respect for him. 

“I guess,” she said guardedly.   

“It certainly looks as if there’s something like that in your cards.” 

The  girl  stared  incredulously  –  her  thick  furrowed  brows  over  her  dark  brown  eyes
translated how credible that was – at Marie. 

With the faintest of bemused smiles, Marie laid down the next to last card in the rectangle.
Maurine’s expression changed when she saw the bare-boned figure with a skull head holding a
scythe. 

“Oh, don’t worry,” said Marie reassuringly. “It seems to me that you are confusing this
card,” she said, turning around the last card, “with this one.”

A man was hanging from a tree by a rope on one leg with the other bent to form a triangle
with the first. His hands were tied behind his back. Marie checked the girl’s face, found her initial
shock had been overruled by curiosity, and said, “Now, this is the Hanging Man.” After a pause,
she slid  her  finger back to the previous card.  “But  this one here,” she continued,  “this  is  the
Reaper.” 

Maurine looked at each of the two cards, the hanging man and the skeleton. 

she asked, “What’s the difference? To me they both look creepy.”  

The woman nodded knowingly. “Well, this one, the Hung Man, is what happens to all of
us, ultimately; death and demise, corruption, at least of the flesh but often of the spirit and the
heart, too. But it can also mean elevation of the spirit, closeness to the heavens.” Pointing to the
card next to it, she said, “The Reaper, on the other hand, is different. He usually has a flower, a
rose blooming somewhere near, or a wheat shaft, symbolizing rebirth, revolution and change.”

The girl was drinking in every word. Marie smiled when she said, “Don’t fear the Reaper.”

Maurine spent the whole afternoon with Marie. Her motivation to go out hours before had
faded to the merest shadow of that reason. By the time she got back over to her flat, to get ready
for the library tour, Maurine had all but forgotten about the doll from the commercial. When she
and her mother got back home, a maintenance technician had fixed the heating system. Even when
Maurine saw her doll in the commercial later that day, although still tangible, the desire to have it
had become really bearable.   



***

On the last Sunday before Christmas, the following weekend, Marie had been invited over
for lunch with her neighbours. She had brought a gift-wrapped box for Maurine with a big red
glitter bow. When the girl was done un-wrapping it, Marie sensed a sudden shift in her aura. For a
few moments time seemed to stand still. Perhaps it did. And then, Maurine’s face began to glow
with joy. At that moment, she was the happiest girl there ever was. 

Ends

Ode to Hot Toddy on Sick Day
By Diana Raab

Golden-colored hot toddy, you glisten 
under tonight’s moon sliver
as my throat aches for you.
Your golden light flashes your love,
flecks of lemon rind float about this whiskey 
swirled with honey from the bee that loves
that buzz you give me.

Never has one night been enough with you, Toddy,
sipping from your cup, Toddy:
my soothing drink, glittered 
with your love—tangy
with the healing powers of ginger—
silky like my legs cozy
in the blankets, 
such longing brings me to you, Toddy.

I can drink you over and over again
to welcome in or end my day
as I ebb from sickness to health
with your sweetness, amorous, 
glistening.
Your hues brighten my night,
my delicious love.
But more than sipping you,
it’s your colors
that sing the flames in my fever:
an abundant and floral fragrance
of you and your tipsy 
presence in my life.



What are you doing for the holidays?
By Joan Mazza

In my twenties, even after I married,
we gathered at my father’s parents’ home
in Deer Park, Long Island. Tiny Christmas tree.

Beneath our chatter and the clatter of plates,
decades of grievances roasted and boiled.
Some lifted into view, while all around

too few skills to see curdled marriages,
first signs of four divorces. One suicide
not yet visible in that murky minestrone.

No help from the life-size Madonna
on the lawn with blue lights and tinsel.
Midnight mass, grace before meals. Nuts

afterward. My mother’s tirade on the drive
home — cheap food and so little served,
Grandma’s gifts from Avon (or none),

how tight my Aunt’s clothes were.
She looks cheap. She’s such a show-off.

Now I bake braided challah wreaths, pecan
or chocolate cheesecake, decorate
both with red and green sugar sprinkles.

I wear a Santa hat to meet a friend for lunch.
To those who wish me Merry Christmas,
I say, Happy New Year!

No tree, no lights, no parties. No gifts to buy.
Don’t buy me gifts! I cook favorites for one
loved friend. Another night to thank Johannes

Gutenberg for his press, and praise authors
for their steady, crafted words — some
with sprinkles, some with nuts.



Eight of our reindeer are missing
By Hugh Todd

His face was pressed hard against the wire fence, button nose fitting neatly into one of the square
shaped gaps. The more he leant in, the more the hard black mesh sunk into his soft olive skin. Not
that  he’d  noticed.  His  mind  was  elsewhere,  eyes  darting  around  the  pen,  following  the
extraordinary beasts, fixating on one in particular. The big one with the spiked horns on its head.
That was his favourite already. It looked cool and scary, like something from one of his X-Man
comics.

He’d seen llamas back home but never anything like this. Suddenly another appeared, an
even bigger one, its ears twitched for a second, before running straight at the first one, head down,
hooves thumping on the hard frosty grass. They locked horns, the budgies in the cages next door
leapt off their perches at the harsh clatter of bone on bone. It  was a brief but fierce tussle. A
moment later it was over and they went their separate ways.

He peeled himself away from the wire and turned slowly expecting to see a crowd behind
him equally impressed.

A jogger ran past oblivious and a Mum gave a nervous smile, less at the reindeers and
more at the deep red lines branded on the boy’s face. She checked her child in the buggy and
walked off.

“The big one’s the trouble maker, always wants to fight.”
The voice came from just inside the fence, a woman in a dark green outfit, carrying a metal

bucket and a warm smile.
“What is it?” he asked.
“What’s what my love?” she replied, slightly flummoxed.
“What is the animal?”
“That’s a deer, have you never seen one before?”
The boy shook his head, still in a mild state of awe.
“They’ve been here ever since the park was opened back in,” she paused “1890 and I’ve

been looking after them ever since.”
She  smiled  at  her  joke,  which  the  boy  completely  missed,  the  line  of  questioning

continuing.
“Do they have names? Are you their owner?”
The woman had lively blue eyes framed by wisps of  white hair  falling from her park

keeper’s cap. She leant on the fence looking at the inquisitive little character. She dealt with many
questioners during the festive season. But this one seemed different, the way he looked, how he
spoke, the accent.

“His name is Blitzen, he’s a right-one and the other…” she strained her neck trying to see
the back of the pen, lifting the peak of her cap, “that is Prancer but you can’t see him now either,
they’re behind the screen. It looks much worse than it is. That was just a bit of play fighting.”

The boy nodded, no more questions for a moment, just cold breaths.
“And may I ask, what is your name young man?”
The boy diligently wiped his hand on his trousers before poking it through a hole in the

fence: “My name is Santiago Gonzales, nice to make your acquaintance.”
Somewhat taken aback by the formality and wonderful pronunciation, the woman paused

before reciprocating with her own introduction, taking the boy’s warm hand in hers: “And my
name is Janet Evans, pleased to meet you.”



As they shook hands, the boy’s huge brown eyes looked into Janet’s and something began
to melt inside her, before more questions:

“What are those things on their heads? Are their brains in there?”
Janet beckoned him over to the end of the enclosure and together they read the official

Hackney Council information board on Fallow Deer.

***

“Do they talk to each other? Who’s the oldest? Are you a deer doctor?”
7:45am and she’d not even had a cup of tea. She’d never had anything like this before.

Still, it kept her on her toes. She’d revised a bit in bed last night, Marion Keyes was usurped by
The Reindeer Handler’s Year book, sensing Santiago may become a regular fixture for the festive
season.

“Yes, they do talk to each other, but us humans can’t hear, they have their own special way
of communicating. The oldest one we’ve ever had was Reggie, he was 16 and no, I’m not a vet,
I’m just the livestock manager of all  these wonderful creatures,” pointing to the adjacent bird
cages, chicken coup behind and goat enclosure on the other side.

Santiago stared at Janet for a moment the way kids do. It was something about her eyes
that did it, twinkly and kind. He was captivated.

“You ok Santi? Shall I tell you what they got up to last night?”
Janet loved making up stories about the deer, the secret world that she created and shared

with the small people of Clissold Park. One year she told a tale of how she had to tie an eager
reindeer to the ground to stop him flying off too early. She laid the rope out first thing the next
morning to show ‘proof’ of the story. She was quite proud of that one.

Of course there was a limit to membership of this club. Up to around 7 years old was the
cut off, after that it wasn’t quite the same. Janet could spot the non-believers a mile off; standing
further back, some on bikes half listening, chucking in a few barbed comments, sniggering looking
at their phones. But she wasn’t there for them. The ones at the front were her babies.

Janet was everything Santi’s mother wasn’t. Pale, old, plump, but she listened and was
interested in him. Santi’s parents both had busy jobs and limited time for their inquisitive son. His
father Jose was a systems analyst at Google, recently relocated from Lima to London. As the new
guy he worked long hours and was obsessed with data, his boffin-like nature making him question
anything that couldn’t be proved by one of his beloved charts. And Santi’s mother Paola had an
even more intense role as a civil rights lawyer, giving her time and devotion to people in need, but
often forgetting the little person who needed her most was at home.

But Santi was an old head on young shoulders and knew his parents weren’t going to be
there for his every whim. He’d accepted the need to gain knowledge elsewhere, so he never had
any qualms talking to complete  strangers.  In a way he’d been forced into it  and it  suited his
inquisitive personality.

***

The main curiosity was the antlers. Why did they have them? What were they made of? What
happens if you cut them off?

He finished his bowl of Cheerios as Mum rushed out of the kitchen, putting her coat on,
eating a piece of toast and kissing the top of his head all in one movement, shouting “Christmas in
two days bambino”. Her speedy exit blew over the Christmas cards on the table.



Santi picked them up, holding onto the one with a large reindeer that seemed to be staring
directly out from the card at him. He stared back, mostly at the antlers, before grabbing his satchel
and heading off to school.

That afternoon the question of the antler’s was soon forgotten after what James Hitchens
told Santi during Maths. It nearly made his head explode.

***

“Santi. Santi. Santiago?!”
Miss Campbell was staring directly at him, her voice getting louder and more irritated.
“Yes, Miss Campbell.”
"What is so fascinating about the sky out that window? Is there an equilateral triangle

flying up there?”
“No Miss, sorry. What’s an equilateral triangle Miss?”

***

The minute the bell went, he was off to see Blitzen. His excitement spot – a small area just beneath
his left eye that was a mood indicator for all to see – was bright red as he raced across the park.
Janet was cleaning the bird cage, humming along to The Rivers of Babylon which was crudely
interrupted by more questions from Peru:

“Is it true? Can they fly? Why didn’t you tell me?”
Janet had been waiting for this moment. She walked over to the gate, took off her gloves

and folded her hands in front of her, as if she were about to give a sermon to her congregation.
“Why yes of course they can fly, but only once a year. That’s why we have to look after

them, in preparation for Christmas Day. They need to be in tip top condition ready to help Father
Christmas deliver the presents.” She surprised herself at how convincing it all sounded.

Over Santi’s shoulder kids and parents laden with shopping listened attentively. She had
them in the palm of one hand, metal bucket in the other.

As the crowd dispersed, parents left to do the rest of the explaining on the way home, Santi
remained.  Janet  could  feel  his  need  for  companionship  and  crouched  down on  her  haunches
looking into his cherubic face:

“If you come back in ten minutes I’ll introduce you to them.”
“You mean in there?” He blinked a little.
“Yes,  I  mean  you  can  come  in  and  say  hello  to  Prancer  and  Blitzen,  but  only  when

everyone else has gone ok. You’ll need your parents permission. How far away do you live?”
Santi pointed to the row of terrace houses just beyond the tennis courts.
“Perfect. Come back at 6:30.”
He was gone before she’d finished the sentence.

***

“They can fly! They can fly! James told me, Janet told me, oh my days!”
Only when he was in the centre of the room did Santi realise it was pitch black, the slice of

light from the hallway picking out his father horizontal on the sofa.



“Papa it’s amazing, believe me Papa they can fly.”
Jose opened his eyes to see his son literally bouncing in front of him.
“Santi please, I cannot do this. I have a migraine. Go.”
Santi raced through to the kitchen, where Paola was still in her coat, talking on the phone,

hand up already to keep Santi at bay. He dropped his satchel onto the table knocking over the
Christmas cards. He took the reindeer card with him and wandered upstairs. In his bedroom he
looked across the park and counted down the minutes to 6:30pm.

***

It was completely unprofessional and wrong and against everything she’s been taught. But she
didn’t care. These were special circumstances. And Santi was a special case.

They were like a pair of kids up to no good. They stood very still in the centre of the pen
and patiently waited until Blitzen wandered over.

Santi stroked his speckled brown and white coat. It wasn’t soft and furry as he’s imagined,
but hard and bristly. His hand went up towards the antlers but Janet shook her head. Instead he
stroked the bridge of the nose and got a little lick in return from Blitzen’s enormous black tongue.

Santi and Janet giggled and looked around them as if checking for Miss Campbell to tell
them off.  Santi  held  out  his  hand  and  Janet  filled  it  with  berries  from her  bucket.  Blitzen’s
enormous tongue returned, this time taking the lot in one great slurp, before bending down to
hoover up any spilt morsels on the ground. Santi duly wiped his hand on his trousers.

As they left the pen Janet got Santi to stand next to Blitzen. She made a strange coo-ing
noise at the back of her throat which caused Blitzen to lift his head and stand perfectly still as the
photo was taken. They locked the gate and wandered over to the hut. Santi was speechless. Job
done, thought Janet.

“Here look, he really likes you.”
She turned to show the picture on the screen. The top of Santi’s head reached just above

Blitzen’s knee.

***

The next morning Janet got in early. As she entered the enclosure she spotted the ‘Do not feed or
touch the animals’ sign and felt a pang of guilt from last night.

She wandered into the pen and got a warm welcome, Donner trotting over for a mouthful
of fruit and a drink of water. Janet needed a drink herself and popped to the hut. As she filled the
kettle she spotted a well stuffed A3 envelope on the table. It looked official, something from head
office and definitely not another Christmas card for the collection, sum total three so far.

She opened the package. The blood drained from her face as she read the cover letter. She
stared at the door. Everything went quiet, as if a massive cushion was drowning out the sounds of
the world. She couldn’t move, gripping the letter with both hands.

The sound of an iron gate being rattled brought her back to reality:
“Mrs Janet, Mrs Janet. Are you ok? Mrs Janet?”
Janet was rubbish at covering her emotions. Her mother said she had a leaky face. You

always knew when something was up with Janet Evans.
“Err yes no I’m fine Santi, just tired.”
Under the thermal vest, a small knot was forming in her stomach.



“Is Bitzen ok? Did he sleep well?”
She couldn’t reply. Everything went foggy again. Her brain was asking a million questions

and for once she didn’t have the answers. What should she do? She felt responsible for him, his
eager-beaver face, the huge eyes all big and hopeful, those grubby fingers.

And suddenly it happened. She thought of something that wouldn’t just make things ok,
but would make this possibly the greatest Christmas in the history of the park. The warmth flooded
back to her cheeks. The eyes lit up, full beam, power restored. Everything was crystal clear.

“Yes Santi” she said, new purpose in her voice, “Donner, Blitzen, Dasher, Prancer, Vixen,
Comet, Cupid and Rudolph all slept like logs, like Christmas logs” – another joke wasted on Santi
- “and they are ready for tomorrow, in fact I’d say this is the most ready they have ever been.
Areyouready Santi?”

He skipped off to school and she returned to the hut, brain whirring. She gently put the
letter back into the overfilled envelope and placed it in the re-cycling bin outside.

***

She didn’t sleep well that night. The ingenuity of her plan versus the sheer idiocy of it had her
tossing and turning all night. Not even Marian Keyes could help. Could she pull it off? Or, would
she bottle it?

At 7:45am the next day the answer was waiting for her at the gate. But before he could reel
off any more questions, she beat him to it.

“So  what  do  you  think  is  going  to  happen?  Will  the  reindeer  fly  off  to  help  Father
Christmas deliver the presents or will they still be here tomorrow?”

“They’re going to fly off Mrs Janet!”
If Janet had an excitement spot herself, it would’ve been up.
“Come by this afternoon to say goodbye and we’ll give them some treats.”

***

By 4:30pm there was a crowd of kids and parents outside the pen. Janet was centre stage.
“They’ll be flying off to help Father Christmas later tonight. So let’s all wish them all good

luck and give them plenty of snacks for the journey. Thank you everyone for bringing the carrots.
It’s just what they need.”

Of  course  Janet  knew  carrots  were  the  last  thing  reindeers  needed.  A reindeer’s  diet
consists of fresh greens, small fruits and the odd bit of bark. But once a year she had to suspend
her logic for the magic of Christmas.

Santi  waited  until  the  crowd  had  dispersed  before  silently  approaching  the  fence.  He
reached into his pocket and produced a small carrot, which he reverentially passed through the gap
in the fence to Janet.

“For Blitzen.”
Janet nodded and then watched him all the way to the tennis courts before returning to the

deer pen, checking her watch.

***



That evening a small boy held a pair of binoculars against his bedroom window, straining to see
into the  park.  Santi  adjusted  the  focus  and thought  for  a  moment  he saw a  reindeer  leap  up
attempting to fly. There were lights flickering and he saw more than one reindeer jump. He was
convinced he saw an old man with a white beard too. He lied down and stared at the reindeer on
his bedside table.

***

The table was piled high with carrots, 50 of them, she’d counted them out from her bucket earlier.
She studied the orange mountain for a moment, took a breath and dived in, chomping her way
through the first one in a matter of seconds, breaking it into chunks, like some kind of ravenous
beast from a horror film.

She didn’t swallow one piece of carrot, instead spitting out every morsel onto a large cloth
on the table. One down, 49 to go. Like a human grater, whole carrots went in, small chunks came
out.

Half way through she took a breather and a large swig of water. She was tempted by the
litre of Baileys in her bag, but thought better of it. At least she had George Michael for company,
singing about Last Christmas, when she’d been doing exactly the same thing.

***

The next morning the pen was completely empty. Not a Prancer or Vixen in sight. All eight deer
weren’t there. Janet didn’t seem unduly concerned. She spread the regurgitated carrot around the
enclosure, proof that the herd had indeed eaten their last meal before flying off into the night sky
with Father Christmas. She rubbed the small of her back as she stood upright and looked across to
the tennis courts where a small figure was racing towards her.

As he approached the fence, Santi checked his run to take in the sight of the vacant pen. He
looked up at Janet and back into the pen

“No way!”
“Way,” replied Janet.
No more questions needed. Or so she thought.
“When will they be back?”
“When they’ve delivered all the presents.”
As the word spread, kids and parents gathered by the fence and Janet held court, telling any

and everyone passing that the reindeer had gone. She rushed around pretending to look for them,
walking around the great oak, in the brambles at the side and behind the screens. Hands open as if
to say, ‘They’ve really gone’.

And they really had gone, no two ways about it. The kids lapped it up and the parents were
puzzled to say the least. Janet and Santi were a formidable duo for any non-believers: “They’re not
missing Mr Taylor, they are delivering presents for Father Christmas around the globe. It’s what
happens at this time of year.” She was tough when she wanted to be, as was her side-kick. “It’s
true Mr Taylor, really I saw it, they’ve flown away.”

Everyone left the park that night feeling a bit more Christmassy than normal.

***



The zoom call to the Grandparents in Lima was glitchy, which irritated Jose. But Santi didn’t seem
to notice, shouting and waving at his beloved Abuela, telling her about the reindeer and how they
were flying and delivering presents right now. Jose couldn’t help but admire the absolute belief of
his son and reached behind him in the drawer for his annual cigar.

***

It was possibly Santi’s greatest ever Christmas. He’d loved the binoculars he got last year and he
would never forget the train set when he was five, but this was somehow different. Meeting Janet,
the reindeers and taking Dad to see the empty pen.

As they walked  past  the  hut,  locked  for  the  day,  Santi  thought  of  Janet  at  home and
wondered  what  the  reindeers  had  brought  her.  They  had  a  little  look  inside  and  saw  three
Christmas cards neatly arranged on the table.

Something stuck to Jose’s foot, a scrunched up A3 poster. He peeled it off and read it:

THE ENTIRE REINDEER HERD WILL BE ABSENT FROM THE PARK
23rd - 26th DEC FOR HOOF-ROT TREATMENT

APOLOGIES FOR LATE NOTICE
ANY ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT JANET

Santi looked up.
“What is it Papa?”
Dad replied “It’s nothing Santi.”
Dad gave Santi’s hand a little squeeze and got a big one back.

Ends            



Running
By Lorraine Caputo

 

In the shadows
            of my sleep
                        I hear your voice
When will you stop running?
 
Running
            I respond
Running
            as in
Finally running my life?
Running
            running as in
A clear stream?
 
 
Again you ask
            When will you stop running?
 
Away, away
            is the unspoken
 
It all depends upon
            the preposition used,
                        no?
 
 
Running
            I respond
Running around
            these Americas
Learning from the peoples
            sharing our lives, our struggles
                        our joys, our sorrows
 
Running
            running for
                        a better world
Where you nor I nor anyone
            has to worry about whether
There’s medicine or food or a home



            or that our children can be
                        what they are capable of being
Where we don’t have to fear
            Speaking from the Heart
 
Running
            running to
                        a more promising life
Running to
            my healing
                        to my matria
 
 
When will you stop...
 
Running
running up or running down
                        running into or out of?
Running off or running on
            running across, over, through
Running,
            running what?
 
 
Your question echoes
            in my dreams
                        hour after night
When will you stop running?
 
 
When shall I?
 
Indeed when?
 
The day I die, mother
            The day I finally
                        die



His Life Was A Poem
By Bryn Fortey

Though he was unaware of it, Matt Lawton’s life had been summed up quite succinctly in the song
Thirty-year Man. Whether the words, written by Australian broadcaster and writer Clive James,
were originally a poem set to music by singer/songwriter Pete Atkin, or a lyric later published in a
book of poetry, wasn’t clear, and didn’t matter.

The six albums produced by the James/Atkin partnership had been before his time and
Matt didn’t listen much outside jazz genres anyway, but like the man in the poem Matt had been in
the business a long time with little to show for it. Clive James had postulated  a brindled crew cut
and a silk-lined jacket for his character, while Lawton boasted a hipster ponytail and full beard, but
if he had read it the similarities would surely have struck home. Both were providing support for a
new singing sensation, a little girl just starting to begin according to James. And his pianist would
kill that kid if she wasn’t killing me, a feeling Lawton unwittingly shared.

Though well  respected within jazz circles  as  a  pianist,  composer,  arranger,  and with a
couple of critically acclaimed but poorly selling albums to his name, Lawton had been forced to
accept part-time employment at various times in order to survive financially. So this latest gig,
leading a quartet backing a girl barely out of school uniforms, was a god-send. And the girl was
receptive to his ideas and liked the charts he supplied on numbers she wanted to include, which
could see him on the inside curve when recording plans started to bear fruit, as they surely would.

Trudy  Mombasa,  real  name  Akporovwovwo  Okankwo,  London  born  and  bred  to  a
Nigerian mother who claimed a Swedish sailor had been the father. Still only just approaching
twenty, she already had a voice that covered the range and dexterity of Ella Fitzgerald with the
emotional input of Billie Holiday. Lawton had sneered a little when manager Artie French had
described her in those terms, but changed his mind once he heard her. With proper handling this
girl could have a lifelong career. No flash-in-the-pan one-hit-wonder stuff, but the solid success
that only the really talented have access to. Her birth given first name, so he’d been told, was
Nigerian for ‘good life in later years’. Maybe her mother had chosen well, though it was a bit
cumbersome for a show biz career.

She  was  packing them in  during this  swanky  London club  residency,  which gave  his
quartet the opening spot before she came on. Artie French had big plans and was already in talks
with a number of record companies who were trying to outbid each other for her signature, and
each album would need to be supported with a tour. As long a she remained happy with what he
brought to the table, Matt had hopes that he could be part of her success story, and maybe benefit
from it himself. Plus, he was falling for her.

Sitting at the rehearsal room piano, he doodled some left hand chord progressions while
waiting for her to arrive.

***



Trudy Mombasa was starting to think of herself as such. Akporovwovwo Okankwo was Nigerian
and she was British, so would have been dropped even without the spur of a singing career. One
thing she’d learnt while still at school was that she had ‘the look’, that certain magnetism that had
men drooling in eager anticipation at what they hoped would be on offer, and to limit what she
allowed them. Only those potentially useful were allowed to experience the joys she was capable
of. Her contract with Artie French had been sealed with a bedroom session that left him having to
hide his back from his wife until the long scratches had faded. He had not been invited to repeat
the experience, but was her willing supporter from that time forward.

People said Artie was a good manager and would probably have worked hard on her behalf
even without the dangled possibilities of forbidden fruit, but why take a chance when it was so
easy to capture him completely. Matt Lawton was a different case, useful for now but maybe not
part of her long term plans. He was panting for her, of course, but it was no trouble to keep him at
arm’s length without having to resort to actual contact. As good as his contribution was to her
current success, there were bigger names she wanted to work with in the future. Bigger managers
too! Artie French was okay here in the UK, but did he have the clout to take her all the way to
Vegas? Contracts could be broken.

Trudy Mombasa was an ambitious girl.

***

This current residency was coming to an end and a well reported show biz story was that Trudy
Mombasa had signed a three album deal with the Satin Entertainment Company, which would
probably lead to a live concert DVD if initial record sales were good. Artie French had done his
job, but Matt Lawton was still  dangling. The Quartet had been offered a number of jazz club
bookings, which in the past he would have rushed to accept, but what he wanted now was to
remain committed to Trudy.

He was knocking fifty, using a dye to hide the silver now sprinkling his hair and beard, and
trying to dress young. Matt knew how silly it was, a man his age having the hot flushes for a girl
thirty years his junior. What was Artie French, mid-thirties? He danced to Trudy’s tune as well,
Lawton could tell, and even he looked too old alongside an 18/19 year old. So what did that make
Matt, a fool at best or something more sinister? Trouble was, no didn’t really care how it appeared
to others, just as long as she tossed him an occasional crumb of hope to chew on. 

“What are you doing here, Artie? This is supposed to be just me and Trudy, going over the
charts I’ve done for It Might As Well Rain Until September.”

“Change of plan, Matt.”

Lawton looked at the girl. “Trudy?”

“Artie’s the manager, listen to him,” she replied, refusing to make eye contact.

“He might be the manager but he sure ain’t the boss.” Matt knew what was coming, could
tell from their faces. He loved her voice, loved her looks, would do anything she asked, and she
knew it, but he was being cut loose. It was obvious.



“This has been a good gig,” said Artie in his best smoothing-over-a-problem manner, “and
we fully appreciate your contribution to making it a success, but this is the end of this stage of
Trudy’s career. She’ll be going straight into work at Satin for her debut album.”

He looked at her, standing there, gorgeous, letting French do the hatchet job. Matt knew he
was out but didn’t feel like making it easy. “But she’ll still need arrangements, someone to do the
charts.”

“It’s going to be a big orchestral backing,” said Artie, “a bit more than a jazz quartet.”

“I can do arrangements from a duo to a full symphony orchestra, and I know just how to
get the best out of her voice.” Lawton knew he was wasting his time, but he was hurt and wanted
to strike back. At least he would make them say it.

The  manager  waved  a  dismissive  hand.  “Satin  have  arrangers  of  all  stripes  and
persuasions,” he pointed out. “This is just business, Matt. Take it on the chin and move on.” 

It was Artie’s chin Matt had in mind, and planting his fist on it, but the man was bigger and
fifteen  years  younger.  “Let’s  call  it  like it  is,”  he said instead,  “me and my group are  being
sacked.”

“Well hardly that, Matt, since we never actually employed you. You were hired specifically
for this one club residency, which has now come to an end.”

It was the normal way of things, as he knew, but that voice was going to take her far and he
didn’t want to let go. If she wanted a lapdog, great, that’s what he would be. If she wanted the
acquired knowhow of an experienced older man, he was the guy who could supply it. “Trudy!” he
said, trying to bypass the flunky. “We worked well together. You liked what I did for you, and I
know your voice inside out. Satin would use me if you asked.”

She turned towards him with a look that bordered on contempt and he knew the game was
over. “You’re a good pianist, Matt, but good piano players are ten a penny, and the same with
arrangers. Just being good doesn’t cut it with me now. I need the best that Satin can come up with,
and that leaves you out. It’s been a fun gig but it’s over, Finito!”

“But I love you, Trudy. Not just your voice, but you, the person.”

“Sure  you  do,  Every  damn man I  meet  falls  for  me.  You’re  pathetic,  all  of  you,  but
especially dirty old granddads who have to dye their hair like you do. Get me out of here, Artie,
before his grovelling makes me throw up.”

“But Trudy...” called Matt hopelessly, not caring how ridiculous he might sound. But he
was talking to an empty room as the door swung shut behind them.

***

Lawton sat at the piano and, without thinking about what he was doing, played through It  Might
As Well Rain Until September. It was what he did, write the charts and play the piano part, and he
did it well. This was a song Trudy liked, so would probably use on her first record, but not with his
arrangement.  If  it  was lush strings she wanted,  he could have done that.  He could have done
anything asked for.



The protagonist in Clive James’ Thirty-year Man felt he could have killed that kid, and
Matt echoed the feeling, wishing he’d had the mad nerve to grab her delicate throat and squeeze
the life out of her. But the guy in the poem or song, whatever it was, couldn’t act because she was
already killing him, metaphorically at least, and in that too Matt and the poem were as one. He
might be beginning to hate the self-centred little bitch she obviously was, but her glorious voice
still  crooned  in  a  corner  of  his  mind,  and  her  beauty  could  not  be  diminished  because  her
behaviour had been ugly.

He would get over it, or at least he hoped so, but for the moment he was hurt. Though he
would  never  know it,  Matt  Lawton’s  life  was  encapsulated  within  the  lines  Clive  James had
written. If he had known, he would probably have given it a new arrangement with a stronger
piano part. It was what he did, whatever mess his personal life might be in.

With an angry bang, he closed the piano lid and left the room.

The End



Winters and Wood
By Sanvi

Winter has arrived,
Already king the door,

Many celebrations and some rock n roll,
Red is dazzling, and green is singing,

Snow is glittering beside those dangling bells,
What is that you ought to wish?

Preparing before head some classic 70's mix,
There is a wooden cabin still need to fix,
The routine of every year in the greens,

Oh, that is something special,
That cozy cabin smells like fresh oaks,
My love, it belongs to memories of us,

She sighed,
Where they have celebrated many winters,
Eating cinnamon bun and drinking wines,
My grandmother is so fond of that place,

It’s old but beautiful and so woody,
He might be watching me but would he?

She wondered,
It’s my granddad she made a promise one winter,

To celebrate Christmas in that farmhouse,
Made of oaks wearing that puffy blouse,

Her memory remains fresh,
As the year passes by,

She waited for the winter and watched the sky,
For snowfall to scattered around,

Spreading love, for her it’s always love,
With all the silver bling and her golden ring,

And bright strings of lights,
Everyone gathers from different cities,

To celebrate the love she had which never dies,
For the wooden cabin, Christmas, granddad, winter and wine.



Not Available In Shops
By DJ Tyrer

Steve really wished he’d got his Christmas shopping done at any point before the last minute. He’d
scoffed at his sister squirreling away bits and pieces throughout the year, but, now, trapped at the
back of a queue that seemed to stretch a mile, he envied her the fact that she was done a week ago.
Here he was standing in line waiting to pay for a gift he was sure his nephew wouldn’t appreciate.
It had the ambience of the damned queuing to be judged, only without the possibility of Paradise.

The toy his niece had wanted so badly had the misfortune to be the one that was this year’s
must-have. He’d literally been trampled to the ground at the entrance to the toyshop – he thought
he was likely to have a shoeprint imprinted on his face well into New Year.

Finally, he reached the head of the line only to find he’d left his credit card at home and
had only small change in his pockets. His nephew wasn’t going to get this gift – there was no way
he would queue up all over again, if it was even there by the time he got back. It looked like Ian
would have to suffer something really lame like an overpriced selection of chocolate bars with
vaguely festive packaging.

Finally, Steve arrived home, battered and bruised, defeated and dejected, and missing his
mobile – taken by a passing pickpocket. He flopped down into the armchair and put the telly on.
He’d hoped for a bit of sport, but all he got was some naff Christmas cartoon featuring Santa and
Rudolph, garish in colouration. How he wished he’d brought some booze while he was out.

Then, the adverts came on. Toys. Food. Booze (he wished!). More toys. More food. Then...
an advert for a CD, the ultimate collection of rock music. It would be perfect for Ian. Not available
in the shops? The perfect excuse not to risk the crowds again; he rubbed the cheek where a sole
had been imprinted. No, he would phone in and order it. Sure, it wouldn’t arrive until the New
Year, but he wouldn’t be seeing Ian till then, anyway. Besides, the exclusivity of the gift would
make up for any lateness.

He picked up the phone and dialled, finding himself waiting for an operator to become
free.

“Your call is important to us,” was the constant refrain in his ear, in between snatches of
tinny muzak. To pass the time, he reached for the selection box of chocolates Ian no longer had a
need for, took out a bar and chomped it, while listening to the recorded reassurance and irritating
tune.

Another advert had come on the screen for some kitchen sale with a free-range cooker.
Idly, he wondered if a free-range cooker was one made out-of-doors rather than in a factory. Now,
some cheesy Christmas film was starting. Steve hated the schmaltz, the Christmas miracle hokum.
Crass commercialism was the spirit of Christmas, in his opinion. And, in that spirit, he was going
to score some points with his nephew – once he’d run through the gauntlet of the phone system.
The muzak was really beginning to annoy him.

Finally, there was a click and a voice spoke: “All of our operators are busy at the moment,
please hold.” The muzak resumed and he had to resist the urge to throw the handset across the
room.



Onscreen, Santa was now saving the life of some poor little match-girl or someone. It made
him want to retch. Rather like the constant buzz of muzak made him want to kill himself.

Another batch of adverts appeared on the TV. Two in a row trying to sell him a new kitchen
for the new year. Festive food. Several attempts to guilt him into giving money to charity. As if he
cared – he had enough problems of his own! Besides, he’d been highly impressed by the way in
which all these charities had managed to change the world. Yeah, right!

Oh, finally! An operator spoke to him. His mind had been drifting away and the sudden
chirpy greeting made him jump – he almost choked on the chocolate he was eating. Spluttering, he
managed to convey what he wanted to order. Unlike the clipped tones of the recorded voice he’d
been forced to endure, the operator was, by his accent, probably resident in a distant subcontinent.
Steve couldn’t fault his desire to help – he just wished he could understand half of what he was
saying. He gave his address when prompted – well, he hoped that was what he asked – and, then,
his credit card details – praying they wouldn’t be sold on to a fraudster.

Transaction  completed,  he  was  glad  to  hang  the  phone  up.  He  just  wished  there  was
something better than this sentimental tripe on the telly. Hoping the CD would soon arrive, Steve
reached for another bar of chocolate and began to channel surf...

Ends



The Dead Birds of Christmas
By Edward Ahern

“I don’t like turkey.”

Sarah made shushing noises. “Phil, it’s Christmas. Pretend it’s veal. Or pork.”

“It tastes like greasy cardboard. I’ll tell my brother I’ve gone Vegan.”

“They’ve been to your cookouts. They already know you scrape vegetables off your plate.”

“Yeah, but anything is better than butt-stuffed avians. What about a dietary restriction? I’m
allergic to bird meat, ask for a burger instead?”

Sarah sighed.  “We’ve been going to  your  brother’s  family  for  Christmas for  almost  a
quarter century, and you’ve never told him you hate his turducken. Either man up and tell him or
suffer in silence.”

Phil went silent, but refused to suffer. He brooded, but only came up with one idea. He
called a friend suspected of pyromaniac tendencies. “Rob, how could I set fire to a deep-frying
turducken?”

“Ah. What fun. Not that I’d know anything about this, but you’d need a hefty accelerant to
ignite the mix. What does your brother fry the birds in?

“He’s a traditionalist- uses lard.”

“That’s  heat-stable,  you’ll  need  more  than  lighter  fluid.  Just  hypothetically,  I’d  get  a
squeeze bottle, the cylindrical kind you can hide in the breast pocket of a jacket. Then fill the
bottle with 150-proof vodka. If anyone smells alcohol, claim you’d been drinking. It’s plausible
denial.”

“And then?”

“Chant ‘Hecate, hunc cremari quaeso.”

“Hah?”

“Just do it. Then squirt vodka into the fryer and dribble the dregs down the side so it ignites
the mix. Hide the squirt bottle and yell ’FIRE!’ Then watch the fun.”

“Wow. Thanks. I owe you.”

“Pay me back by taking a phone video. I, ah, keep an anthology of this stuff.”

***

The deep fryer erupted like Etna, and the stench of burnt bird filled the yard. Phil’s brother cried as
he removed the charred corpses. Then he licked his fingers, smiled, and put the trimmed bird bits
on a dinner platter.

***

Phil reluctantly cut into the smoky turducken chunks on his plate, and slowly chewed. And smiled
at his brother. “It’s a miracle – tastes like bacon.”

Ends



The Toy Surf
By Paula Bonnell

The small basin holds
a small sea
where waves rear, slide
                    and collapse
one here, three there
in patterns
that in the dream
we learn to predict
           perfectly
gripping our wheelless
skateboards in our toes
and riding

Adventuring for the big
the real
something beyond
the studio set of home

we escape to the bay
the sea
the unpredictable
that we somehow expect
to mimic
the model

Stay alert! we urge each other
trying to make our feet forget
the rote
of the toy surf
This is it!
This is the big one!
The water glistens,
                  domes
and rises in hackles
looming toward shore
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